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METHODS OF ESTIMATING THE IMPACT
OF FEDERAL FISCAL POLICIES ON
FEDERAL REVENUES
TUESDAY, JANUARY 24, 1995
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in
room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon.
Bob Packwood (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Also present: Senators Moynihan, Baucus Graham, MoseleyBraun, Chafee, Simpson, Pressler, D'Amato, Murkowski, and Nickles.
(The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
(Press Release No. 104-4, January 19, 1995]

FINANCE CoMMrrFEE SErs HEAmNo ON REvWNUE ESTIMATING METHODS
WASHINGTON, DC.-Senator Bob Packwood (R-OR), Chairman of the Senate Committee on Finance, announced today that the Committee will conduct a hearing on
the merits of static, behavioral, and dynamic methods of estimating the impact of

federal fiscal policies on federal revenues.
The hearing will be held at 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, January 24, 1995, in room SD215 of the Dirksen Senate Office, Building.
"Revenue estimating methods have been a subject of considerable interest for
those inside and outside government who follow the federal budget process closely.
The purpose of this hearing will be educational in nature, providing Committee
members an opportunity to hear from leading experts on this subject," Senator
Packwood said.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BOB PACKWQOD, A U.S. SENATOR FROM OREGON, CHAIRMAN, COMM II
ON FINANCE
The CHAIRMAN. Keeping in form with what Senitor Moynihan
did when he was Chairman, we are going to try to strt these hearings on time whether or not other members are here. Others will
be coming. I have indicated to them before, we will ask questions
on a first-come, first-serve basis. Larry, you will be the second person to ask questions.
I have done the best I can in my past years as Chairman to discourage members from long opening statements. I am not going to
make a long opening statement, other than to say, what the four
of you have to present to us today may have as much effect on attempting to balance the budget-and I am assuming the Balanced
Budget Amendment is going to pass-as anything else we might
do.
(1)

You are familiar with the battle between dynamic, behavioral,
and static scoring. It is easy enough, with some revenue estimates,
to obviate your problems in the short run and aggravate them in
the long run, but you can succeed in doing it.
Senator Pressler, do you have any opening statement?
Senator PRESSLER. I look forward to hearing the witnesses.

The CHAIRMAN. Then gentlemen, we
you in the order
Auerbach.
Mr.take
withwill
that you are there, and we will start
STATEMENT OF ALAN J. AUERBACH, ROBERT D. BURCH PRO.
FESSOR OF TAX POLICY AND PUBLIC FINANCE, UNIVERSITY
OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY
Mr. AUERBACH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am
pleased to be here. I will give you a brief summary of my written
testimony.
In the testimony I consider the current state of revenue estimation and, in particular, the feasibility and advisability of adopting changes to move to a scheme of so-called "dynamic" revenue estimation which would account for the net revenue changes resulting from macroeconomic policy.
Consider ways in which the revenue estimating process might
be improved, and the role that revenue estimates should play in
the poicy process, a very central role at the moment.
Based on my reading of the evidence, I reach the following conclusions. First, in general, government revenue estimates have
been very inaccurate during the past decade. Errors in predicting
aggregate revenues and the components of aggregate revenues
have been very large and forecasts have generally been overly optimistic. That is, typically actually revenue has fallen short of predictions.
To give you an example of that, on page 5 of my testimony there
is a table which comes from a compilation of statistics from each
ear's budget, detailing forecast errors for each fiscal year by OMB,
ased on how revenues turned out compared to how they were
originally forecast, and giving sources of error in the forecast, as
a percentage of the total revenues for the period 1982-1993.
The things to focus on are sources of error that are macroeconomic and technical. Macroeconomic errors are due to overly optimistic predictions of macroeconomic performance which led to a
shortfall of revenues. Technical errors are errors that remain after
accounting for policy changes and macroeconomic changes.
If you-take the macroeconomic and technical errors together you
will see that the average error in the annual forecast of corporate
income taxes was over 25 percent of corporate tax revenues. That
is a 25 percent over-prediction of revenues; for excise taxes it was
over 10 percent.
Mind you, these are short-term predictions, made just before the
fiscal year started. If one looks at longer horizons, as I have done
for CBO, the errors are larger, as one would expect.
These are large errors to explain. I believe that part of these errors are due to behavioral responses to taxation. In some preliminary work done in a paper I recently gave at the American Economic

Association meetings, I found that if one looks at policy changes
and subsequent forecasting errors, there does seem to be a negative
relationship.
That is, when revenues were predicted to go up as a result of policy changes, it turned out that revenue forecasts were too optimistic. More work has to be done on this, but I think this is something
worth considering as the revenue estimating process is evaluated.
My third conclusion is that current budget rules need to be adjusted to reflect the forecasting difficulties that we have. The
present mechanism by which apparently very precise revenue estimates are stuck into the budget calculation to see whether particular pieces of legislation pass muster does not really allow for the
fact that, first predictions have been overly optimistic in the aggregate in the last several years and, second, there is a very large
margin of error.
We are asking more of revenue estimators than we ask of meteorologists. Economists always like to compare themselves to meteorologists because they have an even worse forecasting record than
we do. But we understand it in their case and we accept the fact
that they are not sure whether it is going to rain tomorrow.
We would not want them to tell us that it will rain with certainty when there is really a 51 percent chance that it will rain.
We like to know that there is uncertainty because it helps us make
our plans. We should want to know that about revenue estimating
as well.
Fourth, dynamic revenue estimating, in principle, is a good idea.
After all, why not use all the information that we have? Why not
take into account all the effects on revenue rather than just some?
Why not look at the macroeconomic feedback effects?
That is true in principle, but I believe in practice, given the very
much greater difficulties of making macroeconomic predictions of
revenue effects that, given the pressure already on the revenue estimation process and the need for very precise estimates, it is probably an unworkable thing to try to do.
A lot of the fuel behind the demand for dynamic revenue estimation comes from the notion that it will, in general, make tax
cuts look better. That is, it will make the revenue losses look smaller because of added growth.
An important point to make here is that not all tax cuts are
going to increase growth, increase output, and, hence, increase revenue.
In our current economic environment, operating near full employment, tax cuts, which stimulate consumption, are not necessarily
oing to stimulate output. They may very well crowd out other
Forms of production such as investment. A reduction in investment
is not going to stimulate growth, it's going to reduce growth.
So, if one were to venture to do a dynamic-revenue estimate for
a tax cut like that, it would probably go in the wrong direction for
those who would like to see the tax cut cost less.
The final point that I would like to make is that, in spite of what
I have said about the difficulty of making short-run forecasts, we
should take long-run forecasts into greater consideration than we
do right now.

The reconciliation of that statement with the fact that we have
so much trouble estimating things in the short-run, is that the policy process now overstates the knowledge we have about the shortrun by assuming that we have perfect knowledge. When we put 5year budget forecasts into the budget process, there is no margin
of error there. We assume that that is exactly what is going to happen and then we go about our business. Of anything after 5 years,
we assume we have no knowledge at all because those things do
not count in the budget process.

But we do have some information about the future. We do not
have more information about the future than about the present,
but we have some information and we should recognize that we
have some information about the future and not as much information as we pretend to have about the present.
If we do that, then I think there will be less of a bias than there
is right now toward measures which, either by design or by accident, have favorable revenue patterns in the short-run and very
unfavorable revenue patterns in the long-run.
I am sad to say that some of the tax policies being suggested
right now have this characteristic of looking very nice in the shortrun and having very major deficit effects in the long-run.
In my own view, current fiscal policy is quite out of balance. We
have significant long-run problems facing us.
And if we do not look at the long-run problems until we get there
it is going to be far too late to deal with them adequately. Taking
longer run projections into account in the revenue estimating process would help alleviate this problem.
Thank you.
The CHm mAm. I should have announced when Professor
Auerbach was testifying that he is the Robert Burch iProfessor
of Tax Policy at the University of California at Berkeley and was
previously the Deputy Chief of Staff of the Joint Tax Committee for
a number of years. So he comes to this subject with a lot of knowledge.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Auerbach appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Dr. J.D. Foster, and he is the
executive director and chief economist of the Tax Foundation in
Washington, DC, and he used to work, both for Senator Simms and
Senator Armstrong in the past.
Dr. Foster?
STATEMENT OF J.D. FOSTER, PH.D., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
AND CHIEF ECONOMIST OF THE TAX FOUNDATION
Dr. FOSTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. It is nice to be back here again. I thank the committee for the
opportunity to appear today. I commend the committee for meeting
to debate what I would call nearly static versus dynamic revenue
estimating, particularly when, really, there should not be a debate
on this issue.
Accepting the limits of human knowledge, members should be
able to take the accuracy of the revenue estimates for granted. But,
instead, you have had to take for granted that the estimates have

been occasionally, systematically, in error, as Dr. Auerbach's testimony attested.
Mr. Chairman, my written testimony gets into some of the issues
surrounding dynamic scoring and I would like to restrict my oral
remarks to a few d'qclaimers, a little overview, an example, and a
couple of recommendations.
First, about the disclaimers. Given the rules under which they
operate, the models the estimators use are extraordinarily complex
instruments that have been developed over years and are based on
some of the best data known to economists.
Second, the estimators are first-rate professionals who try to find
the right answers, given the tools available.
Third, the estimators do not produce static estimates because
they do take into account the most immediate response of taxpayers to a change in tax.
Fourth, dynamic revenue estimating is not, nor will it ever be,
a magic wand capable of solving our fiscal problems. In most cases,
even using dynamic scoring a "tax cut" will still reduce Federal receipts and a "tax increase" will still raise receipts.
The CHAIRMAN. Say that again.
Dr. FOSTER. Sir?
The CHIRMAN. What you just said. Say that again.
Dr. FOSTER. I said, in most cases, even using dynamic scoring,
a "tax cut" will still reduce Federal receipts.
The CHARMAN. All tax cuts.
Dr. FOSTER. In most cases. And tax increases will raise receipts
in most cases.
Now, the Congress might be thought of as the captain of a great
ship called the U.S.S. Federal Tax Policy, setting a destination as
you sail the seven seas of alternative tax policies, and the revenue
estimators are your navigators, providing course and speed to
reach your destination.
Their charts and soundings are raw economic data, and their
models are their compass, clocks, and sextant. Today the sextant
cannot quite get the angles right, the compass shades a few degrees to the left, and the clock tends to run a little fast. So no matter how hard they try, using the tools they have at their disposal,
your navigators cannot get you to your destination except by
chance.
Now, the goal of revenue scoring is to produce the most accurate
estimates possible so members can once again take the numbers for
granted and focus on tax policy. The point is, dynamic scoring,
done with appropriate care, can produce significantly more accurate estimates than are currently available. I think an example
might bring this more into focus.
If you will recall, a 10 percent excise was levied in the 1990 Tax
Bill on the value of personal boats and yachts that cost in excess
of $100,000. This tax provides a good example of the distinction between nearly static and dynamic scoring, not because it was good
or bad tax policy, nor because the estimates were better or worse
than any other tax proposal, but because the enactment of the tax
created a nice, well-defined event in tax policy.

Now, if 2,000 boats that cost an average of $150,000 would have
otherwise been sold, a static estimate would indicate additional
revenues of about $10 million.
The Joint Tax Committee assumed a reduction in the number of
boats sold and produced a correspondingly smaller revenue estimate. They might have assumed, for example, that sales would decline by 5 percent to 1,900 boats sold, and so reduce the revenue
estimate to about 9.5 million.
The degree of demand response the Joint Tax Committee assumed can be, and was, questioned. But the first point is that they
acknowledged the immediate market reaction to the tax and adjusted their revenue estimates of excise tax collections accordingly.
When they recognized that fewer boats would be sold, they also
allowed that some boat builders would go out of business, that
some workers would lose their jobs, and that suppliers to these
former boat builders would lose some business as well. In the world
of nearly static revenue estimating, these effects have no revenue
consequences.
They assumed that all workers who once built boats immediately
found employment at the same wages in other occupations, the capital previously employed in boat building was instantaneously reemployed doing something else, and that the former suppliers to
the now defunct boat builders immediately began to supply the
new businesses that sprang up.
In equilibrium, which is where economists usually are most comfortable, these assumptions were arguably appropriate. In application, these assumptions might have been reasonable, at least to a
first approximation, in a 3- or 5- or 10-year time horizon, depending on the state of the national and local economies.
But to assume such a frictionless and immediate transition is
simply unreasonable. The consequences for Federal receipts and
outays in the first years following the tax change were dramatic,
I am sure.
Whatever receipts were estimated from the excise tax were initially offset by the loss of other receipts. When these businesses
went under, they ceased paying income tax.
When the workers lost their jobs, they ceased paying income and
payroll tax. In fact, their unemployment checks alone may have
cost the government more revenue than was projected from the excise tax.
Therefore, to argue about whether or not the tax raised as much
revenue as projected misses the point. We must look at tax proposals comprehensively, looking at the big picture.
Even if the luxury boat tax collected exactly the revenues projected, the other tax receipts that were lost and the additional expenditures that were incurred, all of which were ignored in the official estimates, conceivably cost the Treasury more than the tax itself brought m.
In conclusion, I would like to offer three simple recommendations. The first, is that the fullest possible range of feedback effects
can and should be taken into account in estimating the change in
revenues from a change in tax policy.
Second, everyone involved should recognize that we will not be
able to switch over to dynamic scoring immediately.

This is a technology that will have to be mastered and applied
where possible and where appropriate.
Finally, I believe the Congress should establish a working group,
including representatives from the Joint Tax
Committee, CBO, Senate Finance Committee, House Ways and
Means Committee, and a small number of outside experts to develop a business plan for moving to dynamic estimates.
Among other things, this working group will need to determine
the principles to be used in dynamic analysis, a set of rules for determining when dynamic analysis should be used, a timetable for
expanding the range of proposals qualifying for dynamic scoring,
the additional staffing requirements needed, procedures for possibly publicizing the methods and assumptions the Joint Tax Committee uses, and, finally, the structure and responsibilities of an
outside council of experts who will advise the Joint Tax
Committee in developing its dynamic models and to act as a
sounding board and to provide quality control. Without such a
working group it will be very difficult to assure that this new technology is implemented.
Looking down the road, many are predicting we will soon be
looking at another tax reform. I remember, and I am sure the
Chairman does far more clearly than I, how the revenue estimates
at the time seemed to drive the debate.
No one knows what form tax reform will take, but it is certain
we are likely to achieve the policy goals set if the revenue estimates are closer to the mark. This requires that we begin the transition to fully dynamic scoring today.
Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Foster appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Next, we will take Glenn Hubbard, who is professor of finance and economics at Columbia University in New York,
and was a former Deputy Assistant Secretary for Tax Analysis in
the Treasury Department.
STATEMENT OF IL GLENN HUBBARD, RUSSELL L. CARSON
PROFESSOR IN FINANCE AND ECONOMICS AT COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY
Mr. HUBBARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will reserve the lacuna of revenue estimates to the written testimony and focus my
remarks on three areas: first, general issues in revenue estimating
beyond the narrow point of macroeconomic feedback effects; second,
concerns and issues with macro feedback effects; and then, finally,
to give you a recommendation.
Before I talk about dynamic scoring or macro feedback effects,
per se, I would like to spend a moment thinking about revenue estimation in the broader context of tax policy analysis.
When you debate proposals, you do so on two levels, discussing:
first, the effect of proposals on the well-being of citizens, those currently here and those yet to come, and, second, budget rules that
are used to determine short-term revenue impacts of "Revenue estimates" are forced to serve both of those masters in the current
process.

I have a number of concerns with this current use of revenue estimates, and some of these reflect the concerns you have heard
from Alan Auerbach and from J.D. Foster.
The first, is that a revenue estimate is just that-it is only an
estimate. Each estimate that is prepared by the staff members of
the JCT for the Congress or the Office of Tax Analysis in the administration reflects the best prediction of the effect of some proposal or some set of proposals on revenues over a period of time,
say 5 years.
What economists do in these staffs in preparing these estimates
for your use is to study available data and academic evidence, often
under extreme time pressure.
The considerable uncertainty that goes into these point estimates
of revenue effects that you receive suggest the usefulness of thinking about a range of revenue effects in forming your judgment
about what the likely revenue consequences of a policy change are.
The second concern is to remember that assumptions matter.
Economists live in worlds of assumptions, but often the world of
revenue estimates makes the assumptions less clear than they
might be. Let us suppose, for example, that we enter Nirvana for
revenue estimators (and certainly for economics professors), and we
could make estimates without statistical error.
We would still have a number of assumptions to bring to bear.
If we have a tax increase to raise a given amount of revenue, how
will those funds be used? To reduce other taxes? Increase spending? Is the change temporary or permanent? All of these questions
shape the structure of a meaningful revenue estimate, and there is
no one correct set-or even convention of assumptions.
The third concern I have is that revenue estimates should inform
you of the long-run consequences of policies under your consideration. By this, I mean that you need to be informed of the effect
of a proposal on the present value of revenue to the government,
or at least on revenue accruing over a suitably long period of time,
such as the 10-year period required under Senate rules. That kind
of information helps you to see long-term consequences without
merely focusing on shorter-run timing effects.
A final general concern I want to raise is that any improvement
or change you think about making to revenue estimating procedures needs to be coordinated with changes in distributional analysis of those same tax changes. Just as the information that is presented in revenue estimates should tell you about long-run consequences of proposals, distributional analysis should move beyond
a 1-year or 5-year horizon. There is a lot of recent research by academic economists on measuring the lifetime burdens of tax policies
and on examining the interagenerational transfers that accompany
some major tax policies. I do not want to suggest to you that those
studies or approaches are without their flaws, but I think that
lengthening the horizon for distributional analysis, as you do for
revenue analysis, gives you better information.
With these concerns in mind, I suggest that you initiate a review
of current revenue estimating procedures. The bottom line of such
a review could be the development of" revenue impact statement."
In this revenue impact statement one could imagine, first, the conventional revenue estimate that is over some five-year or 10-year,

depending on the rule, "budget window." Second, the statement
should include a discussion of consequences of the proposal beyond
those defined for the short run. Third, analysis of macro feedback
effects, if any, and if significant, should be included and I will come
back to that in a moment. Fourth, a discussion of broad efficiency
or distributional effects of the proposal is important. Any decision
you make regarding macroeconomic feedback effects should be part
of that broader deliberation over budget procedures.
Now, let me discuss briefly the more narrow issue of "dynamic
scoring" or macro feedback effects. As you know, in current practice
for revenue estimating, either in the Congress or in the administration, revenue estimates do, indeed, attempt to predict many types
of taxpayer responses to tax changes, in addition to estimating effects of the tax change on some initial tax base.
These predictions by the Joint Tax Committee staff and the Office of Tax Analysis staff make assumptions about behavioral responses-the " micro feedback effects," of the policy changes.
For example, the well-publicized difference in the revenue estimates prepared by the JCT and the Office of Tax Analysis for the
capital gains proposals by the Bush Administration was a fight
about "micro" feedback effects. In addition, though it is not often
understood, some kinds of revenue estimates already incorporate
macro feedback effects; the administration's budget receipts baseline already considers the collective effects of those proposals on
economic activity in the forecast itself. So, in that sense, that collection of proposal already has the macro feedback effect.
Many have voiced concerns about macro feedback effects. Let me
give you what, to me, are the compelling arguments for and against
incorporating feedback effects, and leave you with a quick recommendation.
The two most significant arguments in favor of thinking about
dynamic macro feedback effects for individual proposals are, first,
that we believe that some tax policies do affect saving, investment,
and economic growth. That is, presumably, one of the reasons we
are thinking about those policy proposals. If we believe that, then
a natural extension might be to "give credit" to the growth effects
of those policies. A second argument in favor may be to help the
enactment of growth-oriented or capital formation-oriented proposals.
At the same time, there are three arguments that suggest great
caution. First, as I mentioned at the outset, economists' models are
imprecise, far more imprecise than we may make them sound. This
imprecision is only complicated by the incorporation of feedback effects. The second argument is that of economic risk. That is, if financial markets interpreted the switch as an attempt to abandon
budget discipline, consequences of the shifts for interest rates could
work in the opposite direction of the direct effect.
Third, the information requirements are substantial. From the
administration's perspective, for each proposal for which this is
done, the Council of Economic Advisers and the Office of Management and Budget would have to do a separate macroeconomic forecast-and that is not a number for GDP, it is a large set of variables--carry that to the

Treasury Department, which would then produce a new estimate.
Over here, the Congressional Budget Office and the JCT would
have to go through a similar exercise.
My suggestion to you, given these on the one hand/on the other
hand concerns, is that you initiate a study of how and under what
circumstances dynamic revenue estimates might be accomplished.
In addition, I have some policy suggestions.
If you assemble staffs of the Office of Tax Analysis and the Joint
Committee, along with some outside economists, to consider a
small set of proposals, the range of answers you get on macro feedback effects, both within and across these groups, will give you
some feel for whether this is a range of uncertainty with which you
are comfortable. The proposals I would consider you to examine are
ones that have been talked about a lot in this debate: a significant
reduction in the capital gains tax rate, the enactment of a permanent investment tax credit, and a switch from income to consumption taxation. Those proposals span many of the big picture tax
ideas and would serve as a useful framework for getting an answer.
To summarize, there are many, many problems in the current
revenue estimating conventions. Frankly, dynamic revenue estimates would not be top of that list for me.
Such estimates do, however, address a very visible problem that
has come to the attention of many policy makers, and I urge you
to study those reforms with an eye toward designing informative
revenue impact statements.
At the same time, I would urge you not to incorporate macro
feedback effects in official revenue estimates, even for major policy
proposals, prior to a general review of the estimating procedures
more broadly.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hubbard appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. We will conclude with Mr. Niskanen, who is the
President of the CATO Institute, and a long, longstanding Oregon
native.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. NISKANEN, CHAIRMAN, CATO
INSTITUTE
Mr. NISKANEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. The role of numbers in policy analysis is to reduce the
range of debate about whether to approve a specific policy change.
That role will be served only if the process for estimating these
numbers is not itself a matter of dispute.
The central point of my brief remarks is that any change in the
process for estimating the revenue effects of tax changes should be
broadly understood and approved, preferably by the key members
of both parties in each House, and by the administration.
Such a change should be considered the equivalent of a change
in the bylawsof a club, or a change in the scoring rules inanatletic league. Such changes should be approved only by the support
of most of the affected groups, not by only those who expect to benefit most from the change in the short-run.

Some other considerations may help illustrate the issues bearing
on this choice between static and dynamic revenue estimates. Static estimation is an application of arithmetic. Many politicians are
not especially good at arithmetic, but it does not evoke much partisan dispute.
Dynamic estimating is based upon some model of economic behavior, a model that reflects some theory of how people behave,
and estimates of how they respond to specific types of changes in
the conditions they face. Some of the characteristic differences between parties involve differences on just these kinds of issues.
In that case, static estimation is somewhat like democracy: it
may be the best deal we can make with our neighbors. But we
should try to convince our neighbors if there is some reason to believe we can do better, and dynamic estimates can be much more
accurate than static estimates.
In general, people will do more of some activity if the after-tax
returns are increased and less of this activity if after-tax returns
are reduced. That is the basis for the higher potential accuracy of
the dynamic estimates. We would probably make better tax policy
decisions, even on the basis of such a crude dynamic rule as assuming that tax increases increase revenue and that tax reductions reduce revenue by only half that estimated by static models.
But we should be able to do even better. There are still some differences in the estimates of the magnitude and timing of the responses to tax changes, but many of the differences in the numbers
that you see can be resolved by focusing on the same scope of responses.
For prime age males, for example, the response of hours worked
to changes in after-tax wages appears to be close to zero. The effect
of taxes on taxable earnings, however, is a good bit higher, reflecting the response of taxable earnings to tax-induced effects on occupation, location, and tax avoidance. In technical terms, the elasticity of taxable earnings in response to tax changes is much higher
than the elasticity of hours worked.
Similarly, the response to the savings rate to after-tax interest
rates appears to be close to zero; the effect of tax rates on the taxable interest payments, however, is much higher, reflecting the taxinduced effect on the type of investments. Again, the elasticity of
taxable income from capital is a good bit higher than the elasticity
of the effect of taxes on savings behavior itself.
The full behavioral response to changes in taxes is often substantially higher than these first stage responses, especially in the longrun.
May I suggest, however, that the revenue estimators stop short
of including the potential demand-side effects of tax changes? First,
you should recognize that there continues to be a major disagreement among macro economists as to whether tax changes have a
significant effect on aggregate demand.
On that issue, my own personal position is that most changes in
fiscal policy, in general, have no significant effect on aggregate demand, but I acknowledge that many of my professional colleagues
believe otherwise.
Second, any demand-side effects of tax changes can be offset by
monetary policy. For these reasons, I suggest at estimates of the
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dynamic effects of tax changes on tax revenues should be based on
supply-side models, not on the older form of Keynesian
macromodels.
The next steps toward making sense of this issue, I suggest, are
the following. First, it is important to put to rest the wholly false,
albeit common, charge that the unexpected increases in the Federal
deficit in the early 1980's were due to misleading dynamic supplyside revenue forecasts. In fact, all of the budget forecasts by both
the administration and Congress were based on static revenue estimates; moreover, at the time in 1981, the OMB and CBO forecasts
were very close.
The Federal deficits of the early 1980's proved to be substantially
higher than any of us expected for several reasons: the unusually
deep recession of 1981-1982, a faster-than-expected decline in inflation, and a failure by the Reagan Administration and Congress
to maintain spending restraint beyond the first Reagan budget. All
of the budget forecasts during this period substantially underestimated the deficit, but not because they were based upon dynamic
or supply-side models.
Second, those who favor higher taxes should acknowledge that
increases in the top marginal income tax rates generate little additional revenue; a given increase in tax rates at this level represents
a larger proportionate reduction in the after-tax rate, and high income taxpayers have more opportunities for legal tax avoidance.
Similarly, those who favor lower taxes should acknowledge that
some types of tax cuts reduce revenues by more than the static estimates. The $500 tax credit for children proposed in the House Republican contract, for example, would generate larger dynamic revenue losses to the extent that it increases the birth rate, or reduces
participation of women in the paid labor force. These examples ilustrate that dynamic revenue forecasts do not necessarily favor
the preferred policy positions of eithe," party.
Third, and this is quite important, the Joint Committee on Taxation should open up its estimating revenues and invite a broad
peer review. May I suggest this process start by this committee
asking the respected
National Bureau of Economic Research to sponsor some studies
and then hold a conference on the JCT methodology and on the
most important next steps to improve the forecasts. Leading public
finance economists should be asked to comment on the JCT methodology and report to Congress, maybe at hearings before this committee, on their evaluations and their recommendations.
And finally, pending completion of this review of the
JCT methodology, my suggestion is that no change in this methodology at the moment is appropriate. A substantial consensus
ariong leading public finance economists, I suggest, is probably
necessary to broaden the support for proposed changes to this
methodology across parties in Congress and with the administration.
And, as I suggested in introducing my remarks, more accurate
revenue forecasts from the best possible dynamic models would
help resolve differences in tax policy only if the methodology by
which the forecast is generated is endorsed by most of the major
participants in the policy debate.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Niskanen appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Niskanen, I might say, you are one of the
few people I have heard testify accurately as to what the 1981 estimates were. Roughly, from February of 1980 until about mid-summer of 1981, we were all predicting huge surpluses by 1985; Jfoint
Tax was, CBO was, OMB was. There was not much difference.
They were all looking at $150-200 billion surpluses by 1985.
And, when Treasury testified as to their tax cuts, the overwhelming bulk of them were static revenues, dollar for dollar. President
Reagan, I think probably correctly, thought if we did not give the
money back, we would spend it. And had the money been there and
we had not given it back, my hunch is we would have spent it. But
there were static revenue declines based upon a percentage tax cut.
You mentioned excise taxes. Dr. Foster, I think it was you. And
I am looking at the estimates. Actually, the boat tax collected
slightly more in 1992 than we estimated. It was a small tax, anyway. But I look at these and wonder how we can be so far off. I
will just go down the list. Airplanes. These are 1992 collections, but
the estimate is what Joint Tax thought we would collect. They
thought we would collect $4 million, we collected $400,000 on airplanes over $250,000. I mean, the figures are so small as to be irrelevant, but it's a negative 90 percent error.
You come down to the boats. Joint Tax estimated we would collect $9 million, we collected $12.4 million, or 33 percent plus. We
collected more, but by the time you got down to the cost and the
other effects of it we, in the net, lost money.
But then you get down to automobiles. We predicted in 1992 we
would collect $69 million. We collected $296 million. We were off
400 percent. And you go down with furs, you go down with jewelry.
The margins of error are extraordinary, sometimes up, sometimes
down.
If that is the best we can do, how can we have any hope if we
are going to consider consumption taxes, which are massive excise
taxes, in essence, that we are anyplace close to what we are hoping
the estimates might be?
Dr. FOSTER. Well, I think that is exactly the problem. In fact, as
I understand it, for most excise tax changes, they use a simple rule
of thumb and take the current predicted level of consumption of the
product and apply the rule of thumb, a 25 percent reduction relative to the tax increase. They use that to adjust demand downward and then apply the tax rate to that level of consumption. I
think, however, thatThe CHAnRmA. But, I mean, how can we be so far off, sometimes
up, sometimes down?
Dr. FOSTER. Well, I think what you have there is a good example
of the limits of what we know in economics. They are off that much
because product demand does things that they did not predict.
In some ways it is unfair to look at the revenue estimator's results in an after-the-fact fashion because the estimators take into
account what they predict the economy is going to do, or what they
predict the automobile market is going to o in the case of this excise, and they take their best guess.
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Maybe they talk to GM and Toyota, and whomever, and they figure out what the market is going to do. Well, the market often does
not do what they predict. If it did, GM and Toyota would tend to
make money a lot more than they do. There is no way the Joint
Tax Committee can predict better than General Motors can what
the level of production of a certain type of automobile is going to
be.
So, when you look after the fact, a lot of things have happened
that the estimators could not have predicted having more to do
with the underlying dynamics of the market than the effects of the
tax itself.
I think the real problem with excise taxes though, is not just that
they may be high or low on the actual collections from the excise,
it is that whatever that projection is, they know, when you raise
that tax, that there is going to be fewer units sold of whatever is
being taxed. They know that means that there are going to be some
businesses that are going to go out of business, some are going to
be lost.
The CHAIRMAN. But this did not turn out to be true on cars. We
%soldmore cars than we thought, despite the excise tax.
Dr. FOSTER. We sold more cars than we thought, but we probably, and almost certainly, sold fewer cars than we would have but
for the tax. So even though more cars were sold, we would have
sold even more if we had not raised the tax.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you know?

Dr. FOSTER. Well, that is the essence of what the price mechanism is all about. When the tax goes into effect, It raises the price
of something. All we have to do is look at the Sunday supplements
in our newspaper and see Giant Foods advertising 10 cent discounts on a tube of toothpaste to know that the market reacts to
prices. That is the most fundamental aspect of economics-people
respond to prices.
So, even if demand went up because of other factors, it would
have gone up further but for the tax. That means that fewer workers were employed than would have been employed, and that
means those people, for the period of their unemployment, are not
paying income tax and they are not paying payroll tax. These effects are almost certainly greater than the excise tax collections
that are recorded.
So, I think it is a matter of the forest versus the trees. The forest
is the excise tax and the trees are all of the economic activity surrounding those trees.
Mr. NISKANEN. Mr. Chairman, in general, the short-run effects
of a tax on long-lived capital assets will be larger than the longterm effects.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, say that again. The short-term effectMr. NISKANEN. For capital items, for long-lived items, typically
the short-run effects will be larger thanThe CHAIRMAN. Like cars?
Mr. NISKANEN. Yes. Well, typically for cars, but particularly for
things like jewelry, yachts, and private airplanes.
The CHAIRMAN. The short-term effect would be what?
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Mr. NISKANEN. Would be larger than the long-run effects. For

short-lived items, normal consumer goods, the long-term effects are

m.sually larger than the short-term effects.
The reason for it is that, for these long-lived items, you can
change the timing of your purchases. The initial effects will defer
purchases of jewelry and of private airplanes, yachts, and so forth,
and even cars, as a rule.
A problem that I had when I was at Ford illustrates the problem
that you face, in that when I first came there I would typically tell
my superiors and colleagues that, at best, I can make a conditional
forecast-an if, then, statement. If this happens, then that happens. And they said, Bill, that is not enough; we need a number
or our planning process.
In many cases, economists are really not honest with you if they
tell you a number by itself, because that number is a product of
a set of assumptions. And you should at least be aware of the assumptions on which the number is generated because we cannot
give you an unconditional number.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. We are going to hold ourselves to 5
minutes on questions on the first round. The order is Senators
Pressler, Graham, - Chafee, Simpson, D'Amato, Murkowski,
Moseley-Braun, Baucus, and Moynihan.
And let me make one announcement about the meeting tomorrow. We will normally start our meetings at 9:30, but, to accommodate the House Banking Committee and Chairman Greenspan-he
is going to testify there at 9:00 and will be over here at 10:00 in
the morning-we will start at 10:00 tomorrow.
Senator Pressler?
Senator PRESSLER. Professor Martin Feldstein has been quoted
as saying that "the existing static scoring models are based on the
false assumption that taxes do not alter how much or how hard
people work. Similarly, their calculations assume that taxes do not
change how much people save. There is really no excuse for the tax
analyst to ignore basic economic behavior that changes national
economic outputs."
What is your response to that claim?
Mr. AUERBACH. I think there are a couple of things to clarify
here. It may be that specific types of behavior are ignored. Indeed,
in my own testimony I indicated, I think, that in the aggregate
there may not have been enough allowance for behavioral effects
in revenue estimates. We seem not to have picked that up as well
as we should have.
But it is incorrect to say that, as a rule, all revenue estimates
are static. We have been talking, for example, about excise taxes
where a behavioral response is assumed.
It may be that for particular proposals, no labor supply effect is
assumed.
That is, there are specific components of proposals for which a
static assumption may be made, and it may be that that is what
he is criticizing: I think that part of the problem is that, in many
cases-and saving is a very good example, perhaps better than
labor supply-there is such a range of predictions about what
would happen if you lowered taxes on certain kinds of capital in-

come, for example, that in order to produce any kind of a believable

forecast, taking account of behavioral effects, one really would have
to produce a range of estimates. As has been discussed here by the
panel, the economic assumptions necessary to produce any particular estimate ought ti be made clear.
There is a great range of beliefs about what taxes on saving
would do to increase or decrease savings. A lot of it depends on
how temporary or permanent it will be. I think he is right, in principle. We should certainly take account of behavioral effects wherever we can. But he does not tell us what the behavioral effects
are, and many of us who h,. re studied the problem for years do not
know.
Senator PRESSLER. Well, I guess the State of California has
adopted a more dynamic way of estimating State revenues. But
how do you do that? Do you need a sociologist and a behavioral expert? In a lot of areas no previous data, or hard data exists, so you
are just guessing.
Let me ask you, how great an impact would you expect dynamic
scoring to have on interest rates andinflation?
Mr. NISKANEN. First approximation, zero, nothing. Inflation is
dominantly a monetary phenomenon. Dynamic scoring of tax effects will not effect the major cause of inflation.
Senator PRESSLER. Considering the fact that responsiveness of
taxes of a supply of capital from abroad is probably greater than
the domestic savings elasticity, would you consider international
capital flows to be a significant behavioral response? Are changes
in the flow of international capital ever considered under the current revenue estimation method?
Dr. FOSTER. Senator, I do not believe that international capital
flows are brought into account in the current estimation methods.
I think the focus should not be so much on the specific effect of a
tax change on international capital flows, but on the demand for
capital stock in the U.S., and then we would look at that demand
and compare that with what we expect the needed additional saving would be.
And the international capital flows meet that difference, so the
focus probably ought to be on how the tax changes the economy's
desired capital stock level relative to its current stock. Add into
that equation how much we expect to save, and international capital flows make up the difference.
Mr. HUBBARD. If I could just add to that, international capital
flows constitute a good example of behavioral effects considered
under the current approach. They are an example of a response, a
taxpayer response, albeit an international response. This is not
really an example of the so called macroeconomic feedback effects.
Let me also say that we should get away from the use of the
term "static." None of the contemporary revenue estimates is static;
each has a wide range of what microeconomists would call elasticity or behavioral response effects, of which your point is an example.
Senator PRESSLER. Good.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CIuRMAN. Senator Graham.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Pressler raised the California example of a revenue estimate that is reported to take greater advantage of behavioral responses.
If you were looking for a benchmark, what is the state of the art
in revenue estimating, either among public agencies such as states
or among private institutions, where would you go to find the best
example of current revenue estimate? If this were the equivalent
of an annual review of mutual fund managers and all revenue estimators were evaluated collectively, who would be at the top of the
revenue estimating list?
Mr. AUERBACH. One of the problems in answering this question
is that revenue estimation is unlike mutual fund performance evaluation or the comparison of macroeconomic forecasts, where we
look and see how well different forecasters do, those are both types
of forecasts where there is a lot of private interest.
It is in the interest of private businesses to know who the best
interest rate forecaster is, who the best forecaster of GDP is, because it affects their business. So, there is a very competitive market in mutual fund performance evaluation and in forecasting of
macroeconomic phenomena.
There is not the same kind of private market for revenue estimates. There is a private market, but it is inside the Beltway and
as a result, there is not much comparison, public airing and study
of the relative performance of different agencies.
We have little bits of knowledge and, as I think others on the
panel have suggested, we need more information. I would not venture a guess at who is best right now. I do not think I have enough
information. It has not been discussed and analyzed adequately in
public.
Senator GRAHAM. I purposefully did not restrict my question to
just public agencies. There are important economic decisions,
maybe the most important economic decisions, that often depend on
the assessment of what will be the reaction to various pricing
changes.
An airline deciding to reduce its fares by 40 percent during the
off season is just one example of where decisions on pricings are
made, on the assumption that they will have behavioral reactions
in the marketplace.
Again, my question is: Is there any place you would turn in the
public or private sector that has had what would appear to be a
superior record in terms of making those kinds of assessments and
from whom we might learn something that would be relevant to
the question of how the Federal Government might better estimate
these responses in the marketplace?
Mr. HUBBARD. One place one might look is accounting firms,
which often provide revenue estimate-like information to clients. As
Alan Auerbach said, though, revenue estimates are not provided in
a competitive marketplace. The one that counts is the one you take,
irrespective of some judgments. There is not an easy benchmark to
judge the right one.
Revenue estimators often do talk to industry experts, econometric modelers, and accounting firms in developing their own estimates. In that sense, then both the Joint Committee informing you,
and the Office of Tax Analysis informing the administration, are

trying to implement this sort of process. It is also not going to be
easy for the outside academics that were mentioned by the panel
today to come in and easily offer benchmarks, because offering
such advice is not something that any of us do for a living.
Mr. NISKANEN. Senator Graham, they distinguish between the
errors that are a consequence of macro errors-errors in forecasting
macro conditions-and errors that are a consequence of bad revenue estimates given the macro conditions. Most of the errors in the
revenue forecast that we have observed have been a consequence
of errors in the macro forecast.
Nobody has a consistently very good track record on macro forecasts. There are some rankings. The CBO forecasts over the past
15 years have been slightly better than the administrations of either party over that period of time. The blue chip forecasts are
about as good as any, but there are relatively few people who can
do consistently better than the blue chip forecasts, or the CBO forecasts, over the same period of time.
On the revenue estimates themselves, my own judgment is that
the best available model is the TAXSIM model developed at the
National Bureau of Economic Research. That is a model in which
the structure of the model and the co-efficients that go into it are
subject to substantial peer review among the best public finance
economists in the country.
If you were to adopt wholesale an outside model, I think that is
where you would start, although I think the best way to start is
a very careful peer review of the JCT methodology itself, based
upon the evaluation by leading outside people.
Senator GRAmAM.Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator 0hafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I must say, Mr. Chairman, I found this somewhat complicated.
And if someby asks me what a macro feedback effect is, I would
ask you, Mr. Chairman, to explain it, while I run out to an appointment. [Laughter.]
Let us take you, Mr. Auerbach, whom we have seen here frequently. What exactly are you saying? [Laughter.]
I notice on page 8 of your testimony that you asked the question,
"Should dynamic revenue scoring be used?" And you say the most
serious problem in your application of dynamic revenue estimation
is the uncertanty surrounding estimates. I think we would all
agree with you on that. What do you recommend, briefly?
Mr. AUERBACH. Well, I have to say, on the one hand, on the other
hand. I recommend that in the current environment, given the fact
that the budget process does not adequately take account of uncertainty and requires a specific number, and given the pressure that
estimators are already under to deliver estimates quickly that have
a great deal of importance, that this is not the time, if there ever
is a time, to incorporate dynamic feedback effects, because dynamic
feedback effectsSenator CHAFEE. Does dynamic feedback effects mean dynamic
scoring?
Mr. AUERBACH. Yes. That is, we know that there will be macroeconomic changes. CBO and OMB forecasts change every quarter
and they take account of predicted changes in macroeconomic be-
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havior on revenues. What they do not do is trace those changes to
tax policies.
They do not say, unemployment is going to be down beyond what
we thought, or GDP is going to be above what we thought, because
of this or that policy-making that additional connection and putting it back into the revenue estiinate and saying, unemployment
is going to be lower, therefore, income is going to be higher, therefore, revenue is going to be higher, therefore, we should deduct that
additional revenue from the tax cut we just introduced. That is a
macroeconomic feedback effect, dynamic scoring, if you like.
It would be wonderful if we had any idea what those numbers
were. It is much more difficult than most people realize to make
the predictions that are being made. The Chairman's example of
the Luxury tax performance is an illustration of that. In trying to
go to another level of prediction and say, well, what isSenator CHAFEE. But you are saying static. I presume that these
figures that the Chairman gave us were static estimates.
Mr. AUERBACH. Well, not static. They incorporate behavioral effects in the affected industries.
Senator CHAFEE. I see. But did not go beyond that.
Mr. AUERBACH. That is right.
Senator CHAFEE. And you are saying, it is hard enough to do
that, as indicated by their being 400 percent off.
Mr. AUERBACH. Right.

Senator CHAFEE. And so do not get into trying to go beyond that.
Mr. AUERBACH. In principle, it is a wonderful idea. As scientists,
economists say, the more information the better; let us use all the
information we have. If it were being given to Congress for informational purposes only, do not use without additional advice, that
would be fine, but that is not how revenue estimates are produced
and used in the policy process.
It would be very unfortunate to get what would essentially be an
educated guess by a revenue estimator under severe time pressure
and great informational constraints and have that be what drives
tax policy.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. What do you say to that, Dr. Foster,
do you agree?
Dr. FOSTER. With some of it. What I would say is, there is an
old saying, the best is the enemy of the good.
We know that our current estimates are frequently, as we have
heard here, very far off. We know that there are things that the
estimation process does not take into account that we do know
something about. We may not know everything there is to know
about it, we may not have the most precise figure and estimate of
response that we would like, but we have ranges.
By our research on a wide variety of things that we have studied
for a long time, we do have ranges of how people are going to be
responding to a change in a price, as inducedby a tax. So we know
we have this range. We can certainly take the low end, the most
conservative element of that range, and end up with an estimate
that is more precise than what we have now.
Now we assume that figure is zero, which is absurd, particularly
in light of the fact that we know something about what that range
of response is going to be; we know something about how people
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will respond, we know something of what happens when people
lose their jobs and stop paying income tax, and we ought to take
that into account.
We certainly are going to have to do it with some care and caution, and this is not going to happen all at once, but it is something
we should get on to. My point is simplJ this, it can be done, and
we ought to get about the business of doing it.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I must say, on the boat thing, it did not
take a Phi Beta Kappa to understand what was going to happen
there.
There is only one other thing I would like to say. On the spending side, we do not get into dynamic scoring. In other words, if you
spend money on education, you are going to have increased tax revenue because these people are going to get better jobs, and so forth,
and so on.
This has all been very clear, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity to ask questions.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Your questions have been clarifying.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moseley-Braun.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAuN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman
In the first instance with regard to the testimony I have heard
so far, I have really been struck by the kind of assumption-actually it was stated in one of the presentations-that politicians do
not count very well, and that, in other testimony, Congress has less
interest in accurate forecasts than, for example, a mutual fund
manager might have with regard to investors' money.
If anything, I would point out that that is why we are here today
listening to this. I mean, we are faced right now with trying to address budget deficit issues, we are trying to address the issue of fiscal integrity, particularly going into this next century, and what it
is going to mean in terms of the capacity of our government to
function in the public interest; we are facing even unfunded mandates, which is the legislation, as you know, that is on the floor
now. So we are trying, I think, to get some hold, get some fix on
this very complicated process and to get the best that the best and
brightest minds have to offer.
So, at the outset, I would just want to caution that, because I
think it gives the wrong impression to suggest that we are more
profligate with taxpayer money than a mutual fund manager might
be with investor money. We are actually trying to get a fix so we
do not run into the errors that estimation has given rise to in the
past.
Having said that, I want to go back to Senator Graham's question, because I think it was a very good question. He asked youand I can see all of you as professionals in the field kind of being
put on the spot with his question-who has done the best job, who,
over time?
Who is generally more accurate? That is not to sa that any one
predictor or any one group of analysts will always o a better job,
but in the main, where can we look for the better figures?
Now, we have documents here of CBO bengoff on its forecast,
and that is not to say they are not good people at CBO and that
is not to say that they are not trying, but the fact is, since 1980,
_

they have been off most of the time. In fact, if anything, they have
been more conservative than not.
So, assuming for a moment that CBO comes in on the conservative end and Treasury estimates are off also, and then we have
the Joint Taxation Committee, would you, therefore, suggest that
what we need to do really is expand the universe of our examination and look to some of these private reports and look to the private sector and private groups?
So, two questions. Senator Graham's, I want to pick up and ask
somebody to give us a straight answer to his question, and then the
second question is, would you suggest expanding the range of our
inquiry so that we can come up with a better mix of estimations?
Mr. HUBBARD. I would like to attempt a straight answer-as
straight, at least, as an economist's answer is likely to be. There
are two problems here. One, is the macroeconomic errors. That is,
we are wrong because we do not know whether the economy will
be growing fast, growing slowly, or not at all.
Second, are microeconomic errors. That is, we are uncertain
about how taxpayers will respond to policy changes. There are different organizations that make a living trying to second-guess
those two types of errors. For example there are a number of econometric forecasting firms that sell forecasts of the economy, the blue
chip index sort of summarizes those and gives a consensus forecast.
At the level of micro forecasts, however, the place to look would be
the analyses of the industries most affected; they have the market
incentives to try to get it right. As I mentioned earlier in responding to Senator Graham's question, revenue estimators do try to
look at those micro forecasts.
I think one does want to include the private sector in the forecasting process-not necessarily cherry-picking revenue estimates
from the forecaster of the month, but including all the information
available in trying to get at the best forecast.
I believe what Alan Auerbach hinted at in the value of competition in the case of mutual funds was not at all that members do
not care about the budgeting process, but merely, that you do not
have the range of choice that the private sector has. There is a certain discipline process in stock market forecasting or asset market
forecasting. Namely, if a forecaster gets it wrong too many times,
nobody buys his or her services anymore and you do not know
about him or her.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. We have the same problem. But go
ahead.
Mr. HUBBARD. But you have monopolists providing your revenue
estimates, so it is not quite the same thing. I think that was what
was meant.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. You mean lifetime civil servants providing our revenue estimates as opposed to people who have to
stand for election. Is that what you are suggesting?
Mr. HUBBARD. You do not have a competitive process of providing
revenue estimates.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. Mr. Auerbach?
Mr. AUERBACH. Well, that does clarify the problem. I certainly
was not suggesting any profligacy on the part of legislators. Simply

that the market mechanism is a wonderful thing, it disciplines suppliers without anybody trying to do it.
And there is an unfortunate kind of competitive revenue estimating that goes on in Washington, but it is not to get the most accurate forecasts, it is to get forecasts that lead to one legislative outcome or another, and that is not the kind of information that helps
you. You want accuracy, you do not want biased estimates.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. We want good numbers. Right.
Mr. AUERBACH. And, unfortunately, the market is providing selfinterested estimates. The private sector inside the Beltway is providing you with self-interested estimates, not with estimates that
seek to achieve accuracy.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. Well, in getting to the second question,
particularly now with the information explosion in computers and
all of the technology that we have to get basic microeconomic on
the one hand, and macroeconomic on the other, data into the mix
for purposes of forecasting, would you have any recommendation
'about where we would best look, or is it just back to the suggestion
that you made that we ought to just continue to study this for
awhile before we do anything?
Mr. NISKANEN. Senator, I suggest you have no real alternative
but to rely on the JCT for most of the estimates that are made, and
the challenge is to improve the JCT methodology. I think that that
can be done by opening up that methodology for an extensive peer
review and then having maybe a periodic review of the JCT methodology and their coefficients by an outside group.
Now, when there is controversy, you will hear about it because
there are people who have a stake in the way the numbers come
out. You will hear about it. You do not need to worry about hearing
about whether people believe that JCT numbers are wrong. I think
you have reason to worry whether they are the best available.
On this priot question of how much of the macro effects should
be taken into account, again, I do not think it is administratively
possible to generate the macro effects of every proposed policy
change.
The way the process works is that, for a period of time, you are
working with a given set of macro forecasts and then within those
forecasts the JCT and other bodies can rather quickly give you estimates of the effects of specific policy changes. But they cannot
change the macro forecast every time they are evaluating a specific
policy change.
The macro forecast is based, presumably, in the administration
and in Congress, on the set of policy changes they expect during
that period of time, but cannot realistically and administratively
reflect the effects of the particular change that you have asked
them to evaluate.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNiHAN. I would carry on, if I might, Mr. Chairman
with Senator Moseley-Braun's questions, and just ask for some advice from the panel more than anything else.
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Galbraith, in one of his antic moments, described economics as
a failed profession. Dr. Niskanen said, nobody has a consistently
good record on estimates, and Dr. Auerbach says, it's not a science.
I just wondered what your advice would be from the point of
view of the profession. I am now in my 19th year on the Finance
Committee. When we began, when I first came here, the finances
of the American Government were solid. We had continued our concerns with unemployment at levels which reflected, really, the
aftermath of the Great Depression and the Keynesian era.
But there was no debt of any consequence and there was no crisis of any importance at the level of public finance, yet, the prestige
of economics was never greater and schools of economics were very
competitive.
And 19 years later we are immobilized by debt and incapable of
most actions because,as regards any issue of public policy, the first
question
askedafford
aboutit.it is, how much will it cost, and the answer
is, you cannot
This came about somehow. If I can say, Dr. Niskanen, I recognize
your point about the forecasts in 1981. The Chairman has frequently made that point of anticipation of the continuation of inflation and not seeing a sharp crash. It looked like the budget was
in balance indefinitely.
But here we are. Ought we scale back our dependence on this
kind of analysis on the grounds that it gives a level of confidence
that is not warranted? You are senior, sir. Why do you not speak
first? I am sure you have made more mistakes than anybody else.
Mr. NISKANEN. Yes. I have had longer time to make mistakes
than my colleagues. I think economists in the 1960's and maybe
early 1970's promised far too much. The comeuppance was the failure to explain what came to be called stagflation, a combination of
high inflation and high unemployment, and that broke open what
was a Keynesian lock on the general perspectives on economics.
Senator MOYNIHAN. When Arthur Burns said, things do not work
the way they used to.
Mr. NISKANEN. That is right. Nixon was the last president to say,

"I am a Keynesian." That was about the end of Keynesian dominance over macro policy.
Part of our problem, I think, is that, like many people, we are
not sufficiently humble, but we have been humbled. We have been
much more humble in the recent 15 years than in the prior period
of time.
Part of it is that people do not listen to our conditions. In other
words, at best we can make if, then statements; if this happens,
then this is likely to happen with a certain probability. AnX what
the audience often forgets is what the if is, and what the probability is. Complex planning processes need a number, and the if
and the probability gets dropped in that business. I think that is
a good bit of why we often oversimplify it, is because our audience
wants us to oversimplify it.
My profession has been relatively immune from a situation of
using our techniques to justify any conceivable position. Most
economists are rea not for sale to the highest bidder because our
peer group is our fellow professionals and that is the group whom
we are seeing approval of, as a rule.
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That is an enormously valuable discipline to you and that will
give you more honest advice, typically, than you will get from what
Mr. Galbraith inappropriately called, as salesmen.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Did he do that? I think he just said that it
was a failed profession.
Mr. HUBBARD. I would like to pick up on the "if, then" comment.
There are two issues in revenue estimates, assumptions and analysis. When we criticize estimates or pick apart numbers, as the
Chairman was doing in his example, one has to sort out analytical
failure from failed assumptions. Often, we do not make clear what
assumptions are in an analysis. Your output is "a number."
Senator MOYNIHAN. Then it concretizes a very complex issue.
Mr. HUBBARD. If you ask questions of the JCT staff, they will no
doubt walk through the analysis with you, but less so the assumptions. I think what you need is something along the lines of the
revenue impact statement I suggested, some broader statement of
revenue consequences. The problem with that, of course, is it does
not fit nicely in the budget scoring rules. This is really an issue far
broader than just scoring.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, my time is up. Can I just
suggest to Dr. Foster and Dr. Auerbach, that we could usefully be
tutored in how to be careful with what you can produce. As you are
more careful, you are necessarily more complex, which makes you
more distant from us.
I mean, I can remember a time in the Kennedy White House
when the Secretary of Labor would take you over to lunch. And
th.y would stop at the table, the Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, and he would look at his watch and say, well, now,
it has been 1 month, 29 days since we sent up that tax bill and
since you haven't passed it, the cost to GNP has been $138,400,000.
Well, we know you do not know that.
But, as you learn what you do not know, of necessity your message becomes more complex and, therefore, more difficult for us to
absorb. I just put it out for a subject for the profession because we
do not have a lot to show for the last 15 years. I mean, obviously
things have gone wrong which have produced a kind of crisis of the
republic. It cannot govern for lack of resources, which is what economics is all about.
Mr. NISKANEN. Senator Moynihan, I think that there are some
very important lessons in the past 15 years that we have learned
more generally. One, is that inflation is dominantly a monetary
phenomenon.
The CHAIRMAN. Inflation is what?
Mr. NISKANEN. Dominantly a monetary phenomenon. In 1981,
the major critics of the Reagan budget believed that it would be
wildly inflationary. Most of the critics in the spring of 1981, in testimony before this and other committees, said the Reagan budget
would be wildly inflationary. As it turned out, inflation came down
faster than the optimists anticipated.
Senator MoYNim. Which is what happened to our revenue estimates.
Mr. NISKNEN. That is right. That is what happened to the revenue estimates.
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Second, I think that we have learned that the conjecture by Mr.
Barro that he attributes to Mr. Ricardo is probably wrong, that
deficits have no effect on savings because they are offset by a corresponding increase in private savns.
What we found during the 1980's is that we had both a substantial increase in deficits and a dramatic and disturbing fall in private savings.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Which is a problem that you might compare
to stagflation.
Mr. NISKANEN. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. This was not supposed to happen, and we
cannot explain that.
Mr. NiSKANEN. Right. And I think that we should learn from
that experience. The 1980's were an interesting period, generally a
quite productive period, and we should learn from them.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. For the audience, I might expand on Mr.
Niskanen's comment about inflation, and Senator Mo*an's. We
used to be able to figure, before we indexed the Tax Code, that for
each 1 percent of inflation revenues would grow, on average, about
1.7 percent.
In 1981, we were still in the third or fourth year of 12, 13, 14
percent of inflation and we were projecting that to continue and the
revenues were going to roll in beyond imagination. First, the inflation just fell dramatically and revenues fell. Then nobody predicted
the recession, and they fell further. It was nobody's fault; nobody
was predicting it.
I want to shift the subject. You mention that there was no crisis.
It is all relative. Just before you came, Pat, or two or 3 years before
you came, we thought Federal spending was so bad that we considered, and the House passed, a bill delegating to President Nixon
the power to cut the budget where he wanted-we exempted the
usual suspects, like Social Security-when it exceeded $250 billion.
I do not mean deficit, I mean budget.
Today the deficits are bigger than the budget. But that is how
bad we thought the crisis was. And that passed the House, Wilbur
Mills championing it, and died in the Senate on a close vote. But
we had great debates about power and the right of the purse, and
should we make those kind of delegations.
I want to shift over to the savings and investment subject because we are going to be into this all year long. Let me give you
a couple of statements, and you tell me if my facts are right..
As a rule of thumb, the major industrial countries, the older industrial countries that we compete with, tax anyplace from 10-25
percent more of their gross domestic product than we do in terms
of total taxation. We are around 35 percent of many of the European countries, around 45-50 percent, to some of the Scandinavian
countries in excess of 60 percent. Is that roughly accurate?
Mr. AUERBACH. Yes, sir.
Dr. FOSTER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And of their total taxes--and this is where I
want to distinguish it carefully-a higher percentage of it comes
from consumption than this country and a lower percentage of it
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comes from capital and investment, although in total it may be
greater because they tax more. But the percentage of the mix tilts
more toward consumption than ours does. Is that correct?
Mr. NISKANEN. Yes.
Dr. FOSTER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Third, of the newer countries that we are competing with, the Indonesias, the Malaysias, the Singapores, the Koreas, the Taiwans, they are more inclined to have a total tax rate
of around 19, 20, 21, 22 percent of their gross domestic product
rather than our 35 percent, or rather than our older industrial
competitors, 45-60 percent. Now, I have checked those figures and
I think they are right.
So my first question is, absent the mix of how much consumption
versus how much savings on capital and income, absent the mix,
is a country with a lower-and I do not mean a country so undeveloped it is almost a moot point; these countries I mentioned are not
really undeveloped, they're coming right along-level of total taxation likely to make you a more effective competitor in the world,
or is it not particularly a factor? I will start with Dr. Auerbach.
Mr. AUERBACH. I do not think you can answer the question on
the basis of that information alone. It depends on what you are
spending the money on. If you are spending the money on infrastructure, educational system, and so forth, it is quite different
than if you are spending it on transfer payments, whereas, we are
spending a rapidly increasing share of our budget on transfer payments.
Presumably, when a country develops and it becomes wealthier
and can afford to purchase infrastructure and things like that, this
makes it more productive. It is probably an easier question if you
are looking, perhaps, at the Nordic countries. You mentioned very
high tax rates, where they have a very significant problem with
transfers being a large part of their budgets, and the effects that
that has.
The CHAIRMAN. They are almost uncompetitive in the world
economy now, with a few maybe specialty exceptions.
Mr. AUERBACH. I think-theyrecognize that, although they are
having a lot of difficulty doing anything about it, as we can understand.
The CHAIRMAN. Once you pass a law giving a transfer payment,
it is almost like it came with Moses. It is difficult to undo it.
Dr. Foster, dotyou have a comment on my question?
Dr. FOSTER. Yes. Just one caveat with regard to the numbers
themselves. As you know, in Europe a lot of the health care is financed through the government, so you have health care included
in that mix. You have to decide to either subtract it out, or add it
in on the U.S. side to have comparables.
Dr. Auerbach put his finger right on the point. It is not so much
the level of taxation as it is the level of spending, and, secondarily,
what you spend it on because your comparison then is between infrastructure versus entitlements versus private use of the resources. So, that is really where your focus should be. And, having
determined the level of spending, then the level of taxation follows.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hubbard?
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Mr. HUBBARD. Yes. The key initial point isStates.
that saving
capis, howThere and
ital accumulation are too low in the United
ever, more at work in this problem than just capital income taxation. It is not just the fact that we have higher capital taxes than
some other countries that accounts for the problem. Other intergenerational redistribution issues and social insurance issues that
may be more important.
I think Alan Auerbach hit on the central point for you, which regards benefit taxation. Think about two local communities: If one
as a higher tax rdlte than the other, it miy also be providing a
higher level of servid'es. So, you really have to look at both the level
of spending and the allocation of spending.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Niskanen.
Mr. NISKANEN. There is an important newltudy by the National
Bureau on just this issue about the effect of tlie level and structure
of taxes on international competitiveness. They find surprisingly
big effects.
The CHAiRmN. On the total level of taxation?
Mr. NISKANEN. The effect of marginal tax rates on real unit labor
costs. And I will have to review that study in detail, but it may be
valuable for the JTC or your committee to review this study at
some future time. It has quite dramatic results.
The CHARmAN. Senator Moseley-Braun.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAUN. Thank you very much, Mr.
Chairman I will not be long, except to say that I certainly hope
that we can have a report, if not a hearing, of this committee, Mr.
Chairman, but that the professionals will have the opportunity for
some peer review in terms of looking at what the budget scoring
rules are, what the fundamental assumptions are, what goes into
the mix, and the methodologies and the processes even for making
these estimates, because we really do need to have numbers.
Assuming for a moment that this is an art and not yet a science,
we do need to have better numbers so that we can have some reasonable expectation that we could make rational predictions and
rational policy decisions.
Or, alternatively, then maybe the answer, Senator Moynihan, as
you suggested, is to go back to the old rule of thumb, your gut kind
of reaction, and not worry about the numbers and just make decisions based on what feels right to do.
It seems to me that in these times we ought to be able to have
more reliance on the numbers than on the economic forecast, because so much depends on decisions about whether or not we invest
in education and infrastructure development or just give people a
tax cut and expect them to do it. Those kinds of decisions will
hinge on the results of what you do.
So, I want to just encourage a continuous discussion within the
profession and within the Joint Committee and the CBO, and the
people who are the experts in this area, to take a look at some of
the fundamentals and perhaps report back to us so that we can
continue this discussion based on the results of your examination.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNHAN. Can I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, by all means.
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Senator MOYNIAN. To follow Senator Moseley-Braun, it was a
measure of some urgency because if we look at all the complexities

we encounter, there are some successes, some failures. But that
long building up of a crisis to which I have referred, in the early
1970's, the Chairman mentioned the feeling that we ought to give
the President the power of impoundment, and then we got mad
about that as we got mad about Jefferson and those gun boats on
the Mississippi. The next thing you know, we had the Budget Act,
and all that. But now, instead of just the Budget Act, we are going
to change the constitution. That is what we are proposing to do, it
appears to be two-thirds of both bodies are of the view that we
ought. That is a big proposition.
I mean, I can recall a time not that distant when it was felt that
the problem of Federal Government was that Congress would not
spend enough money; the problem of our economy, a dread affliction called fiscal drag.
Under President Nixon, George Schultz would prepare a budget,
a full employment budget, in which outlays would equal the capacity of the economy-revenues from a full employment economy. You
build a deficit into the budget so that you would stimulate up, and
you had a problem of not spending enough money.
Now, we have told ourselves that there is something innate in a
democratic polity such that it cannot be trusted to manage its fiscal
affairs, and the constitution has to be amended and put us on an
agricultural cycle, 12 months, and require that this be done.
Mr. Chairman, could I poll the panel? Do you suppose that a constitutional amendment could be made to work without reference to
external parties, as for example the Supreme Court, to decide
whether we stop the clock at December 31st, it is now March 12th,
and we cannot do it, et cetera, and so forth. I mean, how do you
all feel about this?
Mr. NISKANEN. Senator Moynihan, the amendment that is before
Congress requires a super majority vote to approve a budget with
a deficit in it. It does not require an actual balance. In other words,
it is a vote on the Congressional Budget Resolution, in effect, and
it would permit all of the automatic stabilizers to continue to operate.
In other words, if economic conditions are stronger than expected
there will be a surplus; in that case, weaker than expected, there
will be a deficit. It does not prohibit a deficit on, as you say, an
cultural cycle, or require a balance on that cycle.
The case, I think, for the two main provisions of the amendment
is quite different. One, the case for the Balanced Budget provision
is that our children and their children are not very well-represented in this body.
Senator MOYWIHAN. Nor ever have been.

Mr. NISKANEN. Nor ever have been. Second, the case for some
kind of stronger tax provision is a consequence of the fact that the
enumerated powers no longer bind the scope of the Federal fiscal
reach, and have not for 60 years.
We operated, for the first 140 years of our history, by basically
two rules. In other words, the Federal Government did little more
than the enumerated powers, and second is, we operated by a rule
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that the Federal Government would borrow only during recessions
and wars.
Those two rules have broken down, and that is the reason why
we need a new rule. I think it can be kept out of the courts. It is
important to recognize that it does not prescribe outcomes, it prescribes rules and the rules are on the budget ex ante and not on
fiscal outcomes ex poste. So, I think it can be done.
Now, whether it is good policy will be your decision and not
mine, but I support the measures that are before Congress.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Dr. Hubbard?
Mr. HUBBARD. I think whether a Balanced Budget Amendment .O
is a good idea depends on what the question is. I take the central dT:
concern to be the level and allocation of spending, which requires U
making some very difficult policy choices. There are many dif- ,
ferences of opinion over those choices. There is a chance that the,
Balanced Budget Amendment, writ large and the specific one before the Congress, can trivialize those difficult choices. There are
also a number of technical problems, but I think the central issue
is deciding what the question is.
Senator MOYNIIm'. Dr. Foster?
Dr. FOSTER. I defnitely would agree that the central issue is deciding what the question is. In a ranking of all the possible things
to worry about, the level of spending would bother me more than
a deficit in a given year.
But I think the choice in considering the Balanced Budget
Amendment is not really whether we should have the amendment
or not, the question properly framed is, should we have the amendment or should we continue with the status quo with the rules that
have been broken and the deficits that have gone on for a number
of years now and are projected to continue?
I would suggest that the evidence suggests that we have got to
have the amendment. Whatever down sides there may be to that,
we simply cannot continue with the current procedures and patterns in deficit spending forever. If there are consequences for that
for the level of spending, so much the better.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, could we just ask Dr.
Auerbach?
The CHAIRMAN. Go right ahead.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Dr. Auerbach.
Mr. AUERBACH. Yes. I think there are two very major problems
with the Balanced Budget Amendment. First of all, we have been
here talking for an hour and a half about revenue estimates. And
one of the things we have learned of the budget rules since 1985
is that having rules that apply prospectively, and just letting bygones be bygones after it turns out we did not do very well in our
estimate, is not particularly a good idea because there is no correction mechanism for the mistakes that we make.
Second, we should be very concerned about our young and future
generations because there is going to be a real problem in the next
century, given the path that we are on. But controlling the deficit
does not adequately deal with that; after all, we are running Social
Security surpluses right now.

were just looking at the Social Security system and enactingIfawe
balanced
budget for that system we would say, well, we have
gone beyond where we have to go, let us get rid of the surplus.
And, yet, we know that even with the surpluses we are currently
running in the Social Security system, we are going to run out of
money in about 30 years and there are going to be a lot of retirees
then who are either going to have to take a cut in benefits or a lot
of working people who are going to have very large payroll tax. increases.
So, a Balanced Budget Amendment for Social Security would not
do the trick. And, since Social Security and other entitlements are
really what this is all about, having a Balanced. Budget Amendment is not the way to deal with the problem.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, the vote is two to two, a tie
vote.
The CHAIRMAN. Do I break the tie?
Senator MOYNIHAN. You have the last word.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I want to pursue their questions a bit further. As you mentioned, within reason-and I think they all sort
-of agreed-the level of taxation is not as critically relevant as what
you are spending money on. And if it is mainly transfer payments,
you are likely to be less competitive than infrastructure and education. I would assume with a level of taxation of 80-90 percent,
you ",, uld have a different answer, but within the bounds we are
talking about.
But it is the transfer payments that are the ever-increasing
portion of our budget. Medicare, Medicaid, Social Security, and
other retirement are all transfer payments. Then you add interest
to it, which is a transfer payment. They are 59 percent of our budget now, and they will be 68 percent in 10 years.
Now, you know the debate about consumption versus savings
and investment, and the argument is our Tax Code tilts toward
consumption and not enough towards savings and investments.
First, do you even agree with that premise? And I will start at this
end this time with Mr. Niskanen.
Mr. NISKANEN. Yes. Yes.
Mr. HUBBARD. Yes, absolutely.
Dr. FOSTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. AUERBACH. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Unanimity.
The CHAIRMAN. Two, if we were to tilt towards savings and investment, properly done-and we will get to what is properly done
in a minute-would that be good for the future job production,
quality of job, productivity, competitiveness of the country? And I
will start at this end with Mr. Auerbach. '
Mr. AUERBACH. Without doing anything to the structure of
spending, if you were to keep the level of taxation the same and

shii from income to consumption taxation, I think that would be
a shift in the right direction, but I think it would leave major fiscal

problems in terms of competitiveness.
The real problem we have is that we have a very large budget
going toward transfers right now. In the long run, we are going to
have to finance that. Even if you finance it with consumption taxes,
you are still financing it with taxes. So, having very large deficits
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and shifting the tax from income to consumption may encourage
private saving, but you have got a very big drag on national saving
that remains.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that.
Dr. Foster?
Dr. FOSTER. Yes. If properly done, shifting the tax off of saving
and investment will definitely result in more saving and investment, which is a good thing.
Mr. HUBBARD. There are really two issues here. The movement
toward a consumption tax is desirable for a number of reasons, one
of which is the one you mentioned. However, the central problem
in saving may not be the level of marginal tax rate on capital income so much as the structure of our social insurance programs
and the inter-generational redistribution accompanying some of
them.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean by that?
Mr. HUBBARD. In other words, we may be over-insuring individuals in some programs, and we are certainly redistributing resources across generations. The effects on savings from those programs may be significantly larger than the marginal effect of capital income taxation. This does not say that we should not worry
a lot about capital income taxation and move to a consumption tax.
However, we should not feel that we have "fixed" the problem unless we have tackled those entitlement programs.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Niskanen?
Mr. NISKANEN. Senator, one of the strongest patterns in economics is that the rate of economic growth across countries is very
strongly correlated with the saving rate, and I think we need to
change the tax policy, as well as change entitlement policies to increase that saving rate.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, when you use saving, can you add a conjunctive ad say, and investment, or are those two different things,
or do you assume they need to be the same?
Mr. NISKANEN. They are different to the extent of international
capital flows. We have had a higher rate of domestic investment for
15 years than our domestic savings rate because we have been willing to borrow $150 billion a year from the Japanese, and previously
the Germans. But there still is, both over time and across countries, a fairly high correlation between domestic savings rates and
domestic investment rates.
Another word, here. It is important to distinguish the base of
taxes from the incidence of taxes. When you tax consumption, that
is the base of taxes, but the incidence still falls on factor earnings
of some kind. The important thing to recognize is that, in the modern world, it is very difficult to tax the income from capital.
The increased globalization of the capital market means that the
incidence
of taxes is borne by the least mobile factor. So what we
call taxation on capital, for the most part, is borne by American
labor because capital has become much more mobile across borders.
We call it a corporate tax and we call it a capital gains tax and
so forth. But, for the most part, it is a tax on American labor because that is the less mobile factor across borders.
The CHAIRMAN. And let me ask each of you this question, and we
will start again with Professor Auerbach. Assuming we get a han-
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die on entitlements-and I hope we do; I do not know if we are
going to-and level off at least the rate of increase, give me some
suggestions as to the best forms of increasing our savings and investment. What kind of laws could we pass to encourage it?
Mr. AUERBACH. You mean, affecting private behavior.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. AUERBACH. Holding deficit issues aside?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. AUERBACH. I would look, first, for ways of broadening the tax

base that would be pro-saving by eliminating tax expenditures that
encourage consumption and borrowing; further capping interest deductions, for example.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean, on what?
Mr. AUERBACH. On owner-occupied housing.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. AUERBACH. That is primarily what is left.
The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Mr. AUERBACH. I would look for judicious use of consumption
taxes, even if you keep income taxes at the same level or to reduce
certain income taxes. If you do not want to switch entirely to a consumption tax, we can at least consider replacing part of the more
complicated aspects of the income tax base with a value added tax,
for example. Those are two suggestions.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Foster?
Dr. FOSTER. Yes. It depends a bit on the time frame in which you
want to bring this about because there are certain things we can
do fairly quickly because we know their parameters. We could have
very large forms of IRAs, for example. We know how to legislate
those and we know how to define them.
The CHAIRMAN. Should we?
Dr. FOSTER. Frankly, I think, yes, clearly, because we can do it
fast. This is a long-term problem but that does not mean we should
not do the things we know how to do soon. IRAs, I think, would
fall under that category. I think capital gains reduction probably
would fit under that category as well.
In terms of more longer-term change, a broad tax reform effort
that, in general, removed the taxation from savings and investment
is exactly what would fit the bill to increase private saving. The
exact form that would take has many options. I do not really have
a preference at this point between them.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hubbard?
Mr. HUBBARD. Let me offer a conventional answer and an unconventional answer. The conventional answer is the one that you
have more or less heard twice, which is to move from income taxation to consumption taxes. A short-run caveat I would offer in that
conventional answer is that you try to avoid a short-term solution
that makes it harder for you to get where you want to in the long
run. Think about where you want to be in the long term, first.
The unconventional answer is, education. Most American families are woefully unaware of saving needs. Retirement is somethingthe CHAIRMAN. In other words, you do not mean money spent on
education, you mean educating families as to savings.

Mr. HUBBARD. Yes, educating about savings. Most American faroilies are grossly unprepared for retirement decisions or what we
might think of as precautionary decisions, saving for a rainy day,
in large part because retirement is something most of us do once,
maybe twice, but not experiencing the kind of learning we do in
many of our economic decisions. Anything we can bring to bear
through Social Security statements, or through an education campaign about saving, I think, might have some very hard to quantify, but very positive, effects.
The CAIRMAN. Where we saw that in spades was during
World War II in the war bond drive.
Mr. HUBBARD. Absolutely, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. We encouraged that. Pat and I can probably remember going to school and having put in your dimes and quarters
for savings bonds, and the teacher took it to the post office or someplace, and we did it every week, and it encouraged tremendous savings in this country.
Mr. Niskanen?
Mr. NISKANEN. The Republicans have put three very interesting
tax proposals on the table-the Nunn-Domenici plan, the Armey
plan, the Archer plan-all of which would have significant positive
effects on savings and investment. Unfortunately, the House Republican contract is not consistent with any of those important reform plans.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean the $500 tax credit per child, especially?
Mr. NISKANEN. Plus the other features of it, for the most part,
as well. And I want to reinforce the position of Dr. Hubbard that,
do not do things in the short-run that are inconsistent with where
you think you ought to be going in the long-run.
The short-run decisions you approve this year should be beginning steps toward the reforms that you think are appropriate in
the long run, so even if you are not prepared to address another
substantial tax reform until, say, 1997, keep that form in mind
when you review and approve measures this year.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moseley-Braun.
Senator MOSELEY-BRAuN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be
very brief. I just want to say thank you very much for convening
this hearing. It has been really delihtfulto listen to these experts
talk about this subject, which should, be interesting to everybody.
I could not help but think while sitting here, that I cook as a
hobby. That is what I do. I mean, I enjoy cooking. One of the things
that any cook will tell you is that if you start off with the wrong
ingredients in the base, you have just ruined whatever it is you are
going to try to do. So I was delighted to hear Mr. Hubbard touch
on education. You did it specifically with regard to educating citizens and taxpayers with regard to savings, and that that is important. But I think underlying a lot of this, as we talk about our
international competitiveness, as we talk about encouraging savings and investment as a. part of this economy, that if we do not
begin to face up on the fact that our population, our polity generally, the dum ing down of America, Senator Moynihan, that has
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budget scoring rules and how much we change the Tax Code. Our
country is going to be left behind in this next century vis-a-vis the
other developing and industrialized countries of the world.
That is what is so frightening about a lot of this, is that more
and more we have got this conversation going on among a few people, but the impacts of it, other than radio talk shows which will
just make anybody crazy-I should not have said that, that was
impolitic-but overall, the realities that you are talking about now
are not being shared with the American people.
It just seems to me to be so critical that we have a reality check,
that we make certain people understand what the basic ingredients
are, so that we can begin to engage in dialogue or a conversation
about those basic ingredients so we can reach consensus that will
be productive, constructive, and consistent with what we are supposed to do in our jobs here.
So I just want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you,
members of the panel. Again, I was delighted to hear education at
least crop up in the conversation because it seems to me that we
really almost have to start there.
The CHARMAN. Senator Mo ,nhan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, ti is the first substantive hearing of
the new Congress and the new era. We have had a roll reversal
here, which is iot for the first time. I think, given our new condition, I might just conclude my comments by citing the immortal observation of Dr. Johnson, who once said, "How few of all the ills
that human hearts endure, that part which laws or kings can cause
or cure."
The CHAIRMAN. That is a good comment to close on.
Gentlemen, thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:19 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]

APPENDIX
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALAN J. AUERBACH

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I am pleased to appear before you to discuss my views on the current process of
revenue estimation.In particular I will consider both the feasibility and the advisability of adopting a scheme of "dynamic revenue estimation, which would account
for the net revenue changes resulting from the macroeconomic consequences of policy changes.
After a brief review of how revenue estimates are currently produced and used,
my testimony *ill assess the accuracy of current revenue estimates. I will consider
how the revenue estimation process might be changed to improve their accuracy and
the role that revenue estimates should play in the policy process. I reach the following conclusions:
1 Government revenue estimates have been very inaccurate during the past decade. Errors in predicting aggregate revenue and its components have been large,
and forecasts generally have been too optimistic-actual revenue typically has fallen
short of predictions.
2. Part of this error appears attributable to\behavioral responses to taxation. Errors, particularly for corporate and excise taxes, appear to be systematically related
to prior policy changes. However, some of the excessive optimism embodied in forecasts may also result from the pressures of the policy process.
3. Current budget rules need to be adjusted to reflect these forecasting difficulties.
The present mechanism ignores the likelihood of forecast errors and provides no
mechanism for anticipating or reacting to them.
4. Dynamic revenue scoring poses problems more complex than those already
plaguing the estimation process. Moreover, there are logical reasons for separating
such revenue changes from those currently being accounted for by the revenue estimation process.
.5. Dynamic revenue scoring offers no guarantee of a "free lunch" in the evaluation
of tax cuts. Indeed, under current economic conditions, general tax cuts that encourage consumption and reduce national saving will reduce economic growth and future
tax revenues. Including these revenue effects will raise: not lower, the estimated
revenue cost of tax cuts.
6. Just as short-run revenue estimates are accorded too large a role in the policy
process, long-run estimates receive too little attention. As a result, policies are designed to shift revenues in order to mask their long-run cost, and the true mag-
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of this nation's fiscal problems are ignored. Current long-run projections ind-

cate that U.S. fiscal policy is terribly out of balance. Large tax cuts, even if fily
financed by true reductions in government spending, are not an appropriate response to this problem.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF REVENUE ESTIMATES

There are two types of revenue estimates produced by government agencies: forecasts of the levelof.aggregate revenue and its components, and estimates of the impact of specific policies on revenues. The estimates for individual provisions are used
revising the estimates of overall revenue levels, and in determining whether particular pieces of legislation are in accord with budget rules.
Each year, the ongresional Budget Office (CBO) and the Office of Management
and B gt (0MB) produce estimates of aggrepate federal revenues and their components, such as corporate income taxes, individual income taxes, and excise taxes.
'Tpically, these estimates cover not only the upcoming fiscal year, but also several
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future fiscal years. The estimates reflect baseline policy assumptions and forecasts
of macroeconomic conditions, and are constructed using estimates of the effects of
specific revenue provisions provided by the Joint Committee on Taxation (JOCT) and
the Treasury's Office of Tax Analysis (OTA), respectively.
Over time, the CBO and OMB projections are updated to reflect changes in policy
and in macroeconomic forecasts. While the macroeconomic effects of revenue measures may ultimately be reflected in changed macroeconomic forecasts, these changes
are not attributed to the policies when the revenue estimates are reported. For example, the JCT estimate of the revenue effects of a reduction in the gasoline tax
will take macroeconomic conditions as given. When CBO revises its revenue forecast, it will attribute to the gasoline tax the JCT revenue estimate but not any additional change in revenues that might be indirectly caused by the tax policy's impact
on macroeconomic conditions. Any indirect revenue effects will simply be attributed
to changes in macroeconomic conditions without being traced back to the policies
that might have caused the changes in macroeconomic conditions.
Thus, revenue estimates of policy changes are not "dynamic" in the sense that
they do not include the macroeconomic feedback effects of tax policies, although the
effects may ultimately be recognized in revising macroeconomic forecasts. On the
other hand, revenue estimates are not purely static in nature, as they often incorporate projections of behavioral responses in affected markets or transactions. For
example, the revenue estimate of a change in the capital gains tax rate will incorporate predicted changes in capital gains realizations, but not changes in output or
investment that might also result from the tax change. In other words, the existing
methodology directly accounts for micro! but not "macro" behavioral responses to
taxation. Critics argue that legislative actions are distorted because current revenue
estimating procedures take inadequate account of taxpayer behavior at the micro
level and should be revised to incorporate changes at the macro level as well.
ACCURACY OF RECENT REVENUE ESTIMATION

It is difficult, in general, to evaluate the accuracy of individual revenue estimates
produced by the JCT or OTA because typically many tax changes occur simultaneously and we cannot determine the extent to which forecasts of the effects of particular provisions were in error. We can, however, consider the accuracy of the overall forecasts of OMB and CBO. My recent review of these forecasts indicates that
they have been overly optimistic and not particularly accurate in recent years.
Table 1 presents statistics on the accuracy of OMB's annual budget forecasts. It
is based on information published in the federal budget regarding the most recently
ended fiscal year, which breaks down forecast errors for each revenue source into
three components, according to -whether the error can be attributed to policy
changes relative to baseline ("policy"), changes in macroeconomic conditions ("macroeconomic"), or neither of these reasons ("technical").
Table I-Average OMB Forecast Errors, Fiscal Years 1982-93
[As a percentage of revenues)
Source
of Err
Rewenue Source
Policy

Individual income ...................................................................
Corporate Income ....................................................................
Excise ......................................................................................
Total Revenue ................................................................

- 0.1
4.5
3.2
0.5

Macroeconomic

- 1.9
- 16.7
- 7 .0
- 3.1

Technical

0.4
- 6.7
- 3.4
- 0.6

Toal

- 1.6
- 18.9
- 7.2
- 3.2

The table shows that, on average, total revenues were overpredicted by 3.2 percent. Most of this average forecast error is attributable to overly optimistic macroeconomic forecasts. Excise taxes and, especially corporate taxes, were forecast with
greater error than individual income taxes. In each of these two cases, policy
changes were judged on average to have raised revenue in excess of baseline forecasts, but revisions attributed to macroeconomic and technical errors were, on average, quite negative. These errors reflect overly optimistic macroeconomic forecasts
and significant overpredictions of revenues beyond those resulting from changing
macroeconomic conditions. Leaving aside changes in revenue attributed to policy,
corporate revenue predictions were 25.6 percent too high, on average, and excise tax
predictions were 10.4 percent too high.
In considering the magnitude of these errors, it is important to keep in mind that
these are not-long-range predictions, but forecasts made less than a year before the
fiscal years in question. One would expect forecasts made several years into the fu-

ture to involve even greater error. Indeed, in a recent paper I found that aggregte
macroeconomic and forecast errors of CBO 5-year revenue forecasts average-S 1 3.8
billion dollars annually over the period 1983-93.1
Why have revenue forecasts been so inaccurate and overly optimistic? At least
part of the story does seem to relate to behavioral effects. While this is a subject
in need of further investigation, initial findings indicate that the technical OMB prediction errors for corporate and excise taxes have been systematically related to
prior policy changes. That is, when corporate or excise tax revenues increased as
the result of tax policy changes--as they often did during the period 1982-93--the
estimated revenue increases turned out to be too optimistic. 2 But this is not the
whole story: even after correcting for apparent behavioral effects, significant yearto-year forecast errors remain and are difficult to explain. In short, we are very limited in our ability to make accurate predictions, even short-term ones.
IMPLICATIONS FOR BUDGET SCORING

These findings have several implications for the design of budget rules and the
use of revenue estbnates. First, and most obvious, is that the limitations of the estimation process must be recognized. Consider the analogy to meteorology, a science
that economists often choose for comparison because of its forecasting difficulties.
We are willing to accept the uncertainty that meteorologists present us with when
they indicate that there is a 60 percent chance of rain tomorrow, and that it is difficult to know what the weather will be next week. We benefit not only by knowing
that it might rain but also by knowing that this is only a possibility. The same
should be true of revenue estimates. If-there is a large margin of error around a
particular estimate, then the margin should be made explicit so that policy deliberations can account for the fact that things might turn out much better or much
worse. If mechanical budget scoring Nles can operate only if precise estimates are
provided, then these rules simply should not be used: precise estimation is impossible.
Second, policy decisions should take account of the persistent overoptimism of
past forecasts. Current budget rules only permit changes in tax policy that, according to estimates, will not increase the size of the deficit. Experience strongly suggests that more stringent rules may be needed to balance the potential
overoptimism of revenue estimates.
Third, a more thorough examination of past forecasting performance would be
helpful in determining the extent to which future performance can be improved by
the incorporation of additional behavioral effects.
SHOULD DYNAMIC REVENUE SCORING BE USED?

In adopting what has been called the "dynamic" revenue scoring method, Congress would add to existing revenue estimates any additional revenue (or subtract
any loss of revenue) calculated to result from the macroeconomic changes attrib-

utable to the tax policy. In principle, the concept of dynamic revenue estimation is
attractive: why not account for all revenue effects rather than just some? In practice I foresee several difficulties confronting a move to dynamic revenue estimation.
fie most serious problem in the application of dynamic revenue estimation is the
uncertainty surrounding estimates. Moving from particular markets to the economy
as a whole introduces an entirely new set of problems for the revenue forecaster.
Even in cases in which there is reasonably good evidence about the elasticities of
supply and demand in particular markets, there is relatively little information about
the extent to which contraction or expansion injparticular markets affects aggregate
macroeconomic activity. For example, we may form reasonable estimates of the extent to which a tax on tobacco will reduce tobacco production and consumption, but
it is far more difficult to know how much, if at all, this reduction of economic activity in one market will change output as a whole. The answer depends on a number
of questions, such as the flexibility of labor markets, the overall state of the macroeconomy, and the response of the Federal Reserve to changes in economic conditions.
In many instances, honest estimates of the macroeconomic feedback effects of
many policy changes would amount to little more than educated guesses. In the current environment, in which each estimate has immediate ramifications for policy,
'Alan J. Auerbach 'The U.S. Fiscal Problem: Where We Are How We Got Here, and Where
We're Going" in NBkR Macroeconomic. Annual 1994, eds. S. ischer and J. Rotemberg (Cambridge: MThress).
2Alan J. Auerbach, "Tax Projections and the Budget: Lessons from the 1980s," paper presented at the American Economic Association annual meetings, Washington, January 6, 1995.
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this would amount to allowing the nation's tax policies to be dictated by the guesses
of overworked government economists. On the other hand, hai little or no anchor
in economic evidence, these estimates would be more susceptible to political pressure than current estimates are. What government revenue estimator will wish to
hold back the tide of legislative zeal with an educated guess?
Political pressure aside, there are logical reasons for keeping separate account of
the macroeconomic effects of policy changes. After all, if at ax policy stimulates
growth in income, society gains much more than the extra tax revenue on that income. Presumably, this is why growth-oriented polices are attractive. But if one includes the impact of economic growth among the benefits of a tax policy, then it is
double-counting to subtract part of this growth from the policy's costs.
Finally, given the current state of discussion it is important to recognize that dynamic revenue estimation would not necessarily reduce the estimated revenue cost
of tax cuts. For example, an income tax reduction unaccompanied by significant reductions in marginal income tax rates on labor supply and saving would affect aggregate economic activity primarily by increasing household consumption. Given the
economy's current position near full capacity, this increase in consumption would
have little impact on output; it would simply crowd out other private purchases,
namely exports and investment, thereby reducing the rate of wealth accumulation
and income growth and the tax revenues of future years. Stimulating consumption
is not equivalent to stimulating growth. Most tax-cut policies would increase consumption spending without stimulating growth.
FOCUSING ON THE LONG TERM

My final conclusion is that we need to give more weight to the long-term effects
of fiscal policies. Given the inaccuracy of short-term forecasts and the greater inaccuracy of medium-term forecasts, the idea of looking even further into the-future
may seem paradoxical. Yet current budget rules exaggerate the gap between our
knowledge about the short term ad about the long term. These rules assume we
have perfect knowledge about near-term events and no knowledge at all about the
future. In fact, our near-term knowledge is imperfect and our longer-term information, though even less accurate, is of some value.
In ignoring the long-run consequences of enacted policies, budget rules bias policy
toward provisions that, by chance or design, have more favorable revenue consequences within the budget window than beyond it. Even if we cannot predict a
policy's exact revenue effects, often we can discern a temporal revenue pattern that
portends ill for the future. Shifting of revenue losses beyond the budget window has
become a widely practiced art, and the young and future generations that are its
victims can offer little opposition to those practicing it. Sanctifying with budget
rules legislation chat punishes future generations simply encourages the abuse.
Given current projections of entitlement spending growth, the United States faces
an inevitable fiscal crisis of enormous proportions that can be addressed today only
by significant, permanent reductions in the federal budget deficit. Reductions in the
deficit will not be facilitated by budget rules based on short horizons, optimistic projections and the unrealistic hope of induced growth.
J.D. FOSTER, PH.D.
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee my name is J.D. Foster, and I am the
Executive Director and Chief Economist of tie Tax Foundation. It is a pleasure to
be before the Committee again. I thank the Committee for the opportunity to appear
today to discuss the prospects for improving congressional revenue estimates
through dynamic scoring.
The Tax Foundation is a non-profit, non-partisan research and public education
organization that has been monitoring fiscal policy at all levels of government since
1937. We have approximately 600 members, consisting of large and small corporate
and non-corporate businesses, charitable foundations, and individuals. Our business
membership covers practically every region of the country and every industry catego ry.
When it was established in the 1930s, the Tax Foundation's founding fathers set
out certain principles of taxation which the Tax Foundation would promote and
which wouldguide our analysis of tax proposals. According to these principles, a
good tax system should:
" Be as simple as possible--complexity makes accurate tax compliance needlessly
expensive and diminishes the public's willingness to comply with the law;
" Not be retroactive-taxpayers must have confidence in the law as it exists enteting into a transaction;
PREPARED STATEMENT OF

Raise revenue, not micromanage the economy with subsidies and penalties;
" Not be continually rewritten-frequent change lessens citizen understanding of
the tax code and complicates long-term economic planning; and,
• Be implemented recognizing the competitive nature of the world economy.
I commend the Committee for meeting to hear economists argue over the esoterica
of revenue estimates. And I appreciate the patience required to sift through debate
about the current practice, what I call "nearly static" scoring, versus "dynamic" scoring, particularly
there should
shouldbereally
be take
no debate. Accepting the limits of
human
knowledge,when
Members
able to
the accuracy of these estimates
for granted. But instead, Members have had to take for granted that the estimates
have often been systematically in error. Further, Members have been consistently
told by the Treasury, by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), and others that
these errors are unfortunate, negligible, and in any case unavoidable, and that the
basic methodology for estimating revenues should not be changed.
Let me just say-I disagree, and I am not alone. Among others, the current President of the National Bureau of Economic Research and former Chairman of the
President's Council of Economic Advisers (CEA), Dr. Martin Feldstein, has written
recently that he believes we should move towards dynamic scoring, as does Dr. Michael Boskin, another former Chairman of the CEA.
Before I discuss the nature and advantages of dynamic scoring a few disclaimers
are in order. First, given the rules under which they operate, the techniques and
models employed by the Treasury and the Joint Tax Committee (JTC) are extraordinarily complex instruments developed over years of refinement and based on some
of the best data known to economists.
Second, I believe the estimators are first-rate professionals who strive to find the
right answers given the tools available.
'gird,just to be clear, the estimators do not generally produce "static" estimates.
A static estimate would be one in which the taxpayer is assumed not to change behavior in response to a change in tax. In contrast, the JTC frequently accounts for
the most immediate response of taxpayers to a change in tax.For example, a gasoline tax increase is assumed to reduce the amount of gasoline consumed, thereby
producing less revenue than if gasoline consumption were assumed to be unaffected.
Fourth dynamic revenue estimating is not nor will it ever be a magic wand capable of solving our fiscal problems. There may be unique instances in which a tax
reduction can produce enough of a beneficial effect on the economy that a nearly
static tax cut can be shown through dynamic analysis to be a revenue raiser. But
there may also be no such cases, fnd, in most cases, "tax cuts" will reduce federal
receipts and "tax increases" will raise tax receipts.
And, finally, whereas the current nearly static methods occasionally produce revenue estimates that are demonstrably in error, dynamic scoring will only yield more
accurate estimates if the additional "feedback" effects are incorporated into the estimates correctly.
The Congress might be thought of as the Captain of a great ship called the U.S.S.
Federal Tax Policy, setting the destinations as you sail the seven seas of alternative
tax policies. The revenue estimators may be thought of as the navigators, providing
course and speed to reach the destination you set. The raw data used by the estimators are the charts and soundings. And the models they use are their compass,
clock, and sextant. Today, the sextant can't get the angles right and the clock tends
to run a little fast. So no matter how hard they may try, using these tools your navigators cannot get you to your destination except by chance.
Some will tell you nothing can be done-no repairs are needed or possible. That
position would be unacceptable under any circumstance, but the fact is we do know
how to make significant repairs and we will learn more once we start. And you will
see your chances of bringing your ship into port dramatically improved.
The goal is to produce the most accurate estimates possible so that Members can
once again take the numbers for granted and focus on tax policy. The point is that
dynanuc scoring, done with circumspection, can produce significantly more accurate
estimates than are currently available.
"

THE PROBLEM EXEMPLIFIED

As the JTC and Treasury correctly claim, the current estimates are not truly static. Great care is taken to ensure that the most immediate reaction of taxpayers in
a market subject to a tax change is incorporated into the revenue estimates. Unfortunately, the consequences of those reactions and all other reactions are ignored.
This can best be explained by way of example. Two additional examples are provided in the appendix dealing with a capital gains exclusion and raising the Social
Security earnings limit.
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A LITTLE BOAT HISTORY

In 1990 the Congress enacted the luxury boat tax, which was subsequently repealed. I use this tax as an example, not because it was good or bad tax policy, nor
because the revenue estimates associated with the tax were more or less accurate
than any other, but because the enactment of this tax created a relatively well-defined experiment in revenue estimating.
The 1990 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act levied a 10 percent excise tax on
the value of boats and yachts in excess of $100,000 when those boats were not used
for a business purpose. A truly static estimate of the receipts from this tax would
apply the 10 percent rate to the estimated value of all personal boats that would
be sold in the U.S. over $100,000 in value if the tax had not been enacted. In other
words, if 2,000 boats that cost an average of $150,000 would have been sold, then
a truly static estimate would project additional revenues of $10 million annually
[($150,000- $100,000)x2,000xlpercentt.
The JTC assumed a reduction in the number and value of the boats sold and produced a correspondingly smaller revenue estimate. Continuing with the example,
the JTC might have assumed sales would decline by 5 percent, to 1,900 boats sold,
thereby reducing the revenue estimate to $9.5 million. The degree of demand response assumed by the JTC can certainly be questioned and the industry certainly
raised many questions, but the first point is that the JTC acknowledged the immediate market reaction to the tax and adjusted its estimates of excise tax collections

accordingly.

Further, when it recognized that fewer boats would be sold, the JTC also allowed
that some boat builders would go out of business, that workers employed in these
firms would lose their jobs, that suppliers to these former boat builders would experience a decline in their business, and so forth. Unfortunately, in the world of nearly
static revenue estimating, these effects have no consequences for income tax payments payroll tax collections, excise tax receipts, or any other revenue source of the
federal government.
The J% assumed that all workers who once built boats immediately found employment at the same wages in other occupations; that capital previously employed
in boat building Was instantaneously employed in producing some other commodity;
and that the former suppliers to the now-defunct boat builders immediately began
to supply the new businesses that sprang up to replace the old boat builders.
In equilibrium, the JTC's implicit assumption tat all these factors of production
will be employed again at their previous wage and profit levels is arguably appropriate. In application such an assumption may be reasonable, at least to a first approximation, over a three- to five- to ten-year horizon, depending on the state of the
national and local economies.-But to assume such a frictionless and immediate transition is unreasonable.
The consequences for federal receipts (and outlays) in the first years following the
tax change were surely dramatic. Whatever receipts were estimated from the excise
tax were initially offset, in part, in whole, and possibly many times over, by the loss
of other receipts. When these businesses went under, they ceased paying income
tax. When the employees lost their jobs, they ceased paying income tax and payroll
tax. In fact, their unemployment checks alone may have cost the government more
revenue than was projected from the excise tax.
Therefore, to argue about whether or not the tax raised as much revenue as projected misses the point. We must look at tax proposals comprehensively, looking at
the big picture or else the estimates should not be used because they mislead. Even
if the luxury boat tax collected the revenues projected, the other tax receipts that
were lost, and the additional expenditures that were incurred (all of which were ignored in the official estimates) certainly lowered projections and conceivably cost the
Treasury more than the tax itself brought in.
The question is not whether the CBO's baseline projections for GDP growth over
the next five years should be raised or lowered a tenth of a point. For narrow tax
changes, dynamic scoring would require recognizing a fuller range of consequences
of tax policy-making reasonable assumptions about how markets as a whole will
be affected by a change in policy. Dynamic scoring recognizes that obs, wages, and
profits are affected by tax policy and attempts to measure these effects in terms of
federal receipts.
For broad tax changes, dynamic scoring is about whether the economy will employ
more or less capital, whether individuals will save more or less, whether more or
fewer people will choose to enter the labor pool and whether there will be jobs waiting for them. And, if the magnitude of these effects is sufficient, then they will appear in the CBO projections of aggregate GDP. Dynamic scoring should not be seen
as a top-down procedure, working from CBO projections downward, but rather as
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a bottom-up method that recognizes how individuals and markets respond to
changes in taxation.
THE ARGUMENTS AGAINST DYNAMIC SCORING

Defenders of the current methodology have raised a number of issues that deserve
serious consideration, including the negligible macroeconomic effects of many tax
proposals; our poor urderstanding of the magnitudes of many feedback effects; the
potential for dynamic scoring to lead to increases in the budget deficit; the need to
be consistent between revenue and spending methodologies; the need to maintain
the credibility of the estimates; and the need to inoculate the estimating process
from manipulation.
Macroeconomics versus Dynamic Scoring
A common, argument against dynamic scoring is that a great many tax proposals
have no measurable macroeconomic effect, so that there is no point to performing
a dynamic estimate. This argument is exactly half right-many proposals have no
measurable macroeconomic effect, but that has nothing to do with whether these
same proposals should be estimated accounting for the broadest possible range of
microeconomic feedback effects.
The methodology of nearly static scoring varies by tax proposal because some proposals, such as changes in individual tax rates, allow the JTC to use its base models, such as those for individual or corporate taxpayers, while other proposals, such
as the luxury boat tax, are too narrow for these models and require the development
of more specific models.
In an ideal world employing dynamic scoring, meaning one in which our understanding of markets and the data available are far greater than they are today, the
JTC would have one great model of the economy which it could use or adapt as
needed to estimate whatever tax proposals might arise. In the meantime, however,
we will have to settle for dynamic analysis using some general models and some
specific models just as we do today. For example, a change in the individual income
tax rate would have a wide range of effects on labor participation rates, saving
rates, the cost of capital, and so forth. The consequences of these effects for GDP
can be estimated to produce a measure of the proposal's macroeconomic effects. At
the outset conservative estimates of these feedback effects would be most appropriate, and, over time, as our knowledge and data improve, these estimates will become more refined and more accurate.
For narrower proposals, more targeted models will be required as they are now.
Again, using the luxury boat tax as the example, a dynamic scoring of this tax
would require the development of an industry-specific model to account for the businesses that fail, the workers who go on unemployment, and all the revenues that
are lost as a consequence.
The Limits of Understanding
A common joke is that if you lined up 100 economists from end-to-end you would
never reach a conclusion. And there is some truth to that. There is a great deal we
do not know about how individuals and markets react to various changes in prices
and other circumstances. And there are very few tax proposals around which a consensus among economists exists regarding a point estimate of taxpayer response.
But just because we do not know everything does not mean we know nothing. To
do nothing because we do not know everything is to make the "best" the enemy of
the "good." Economists have studied how individuals react to changes in their economic environment for hundreds of years. And while disagreements abound about
recise estimates, there is broad agreement on ranges of response for many cases.
For example, no one knows exactly how taxpayers will change their net saving behavior in response to a new type of Individual Retirement Account. But we know
there will be a response id research exists to suggest a range within which the precise figure likely falls. The JTC's current methodology assumes a zero response,
which certainly falls outside the range suggested by prior research. Thus, the revenue estimates will without question be more accurate if they assume even the minimum degree of taxpayer response suggested by this research.
And, while we may not know exactly how an increase in private saving will affect
the economy and federal receipts, we do know there will be effects on interest rates,
investment levels, the trade deficit employment, personal income, and tax receipts.
It would obviously be better to project these consequences and their revenue elects
conservatively than to ignore them altogether. Any improvement in accuracy remains an improvement. Further, our understanding of the economy, markets, and
individual behavior grows every year. As additional research produces more com-

plete results and more robust estimates, this work can be used to refine our modellingof the feedback effects.
Not long ago, if you had said you wanted to fly, you'd be told it can't be done.
And if the Wright brothers had accepted that, then flight would have been discovered years later. But it would have been discovered, because eventually somebody
would have taken what was known, done a little research, and the headlines would
have read-it can be done.
When the test pilots in California were going faster and faster following the Second World War, some said you couldn't go faster than the speed of sound that it
was an impenetrable wall. But the engineers, as is their habit did not listen to
those who said it couldn't be done, and they designed a plane and found a pilot and
the sound barrier was broken.
It is true that economists do not have the exact answer to every question of how
taxpayers will react either singly, or as a group, to every tax change under consideration. But we do have ap roximate answers, ranges, to a wide variety of tax
changes. Though we do not now all the answers, we should not ignore the answers
we do have. If mankind had taken the same attitude towards flight that some have
taken towards dynamic scoring, the Members of this Committee might be taking the
train back to visit your constituents.
Dynamic Scoring and the Budget Deficit
Perhaps at no time in our nation's history has the budget deficit achieved more
importance than it has today. It is, therefore, understandable that concerns would
be raised about the potential for dynamic scoring to mask the true consequences for
the budget deficit of a change in policy If, for example, a proposal to reduce a tax
is estimated using dynamic scoring, and it the actual loss in revenue proves to be
much larger than the estimate, then the budget deficit would increase relative to
what had been expected when the legislation was enacted.
This argument cuts both ways. For example, suppose the Congress intended to
raise a tax to pay for a certain amount of additional spending, and that the Congress relied on a nearly static estimate of the revenues raised by the tax increase
to ensure that the budget deficit did not increase. It is very likely that the additional revenues actually received as a result of the change in tax policy would be
much less than what was estimated, and the budget deficit would increase as a result of this new program. Similarly, suppose the tax was increased in order to
achieve a certain amount of deficit reduction. By using nearly static scoring, the
Congress will have used an estimate that overstates the amount of revenue to be
received and, therefore, less deficit reduction will occur than was expected.
Thus, the choice between nearly static and dynamic scoring is itself almost neutral when it comes to the budget deficit. Nearly static scoring is certain to produce
a higher budget deficit than anticipated when a tax is increased while dynamic
scoring may produce a higher deficit when a tax is reduced. The difference is that
the method used virtually guarantees that nearly static estimates will overstate revenue increases, whereas any time dynamic estimates understate revenues foregone
it would only be because the estimators' models were not sufficiently refined.
Consistency Between Taxes and Spending
Both taxes and spending can affect economic performance. Specific spending programs from government R&D to farm price supports and the child immunology program all have advocates to argue that there are offsetting budgetary benefits to
their programs. And many of them may be right.
The point is and must always be to get the numbers right so that the public and
policy makers can make informed decisions. If a spending program can be shown
to have clear secondary budget effects within the relevant budget window, whether
because they cause other program costs to fall or because they increase national output, then these benefits should be recognized and the cost of the program adjusted
accordingly. To be sure, these secondary budget benefits may be harder to isolate
and estimate than is the case with many tax proposals, but where such information
is available it should not be ignored. Under no circumstance, however, should dy-.
namic scoring of specific spending programs be considered a prerequisite for dynamic scoring of tax proposals.
Credibility and the Manipulationof the Figures
Des ite the use of nearly static estimating procedures, the estimators have main7a remarkably high degree of credibility which can, I believe, be attributed
to their professionalism. One source of their credibility is the perception of their unwillingness to modify their estimates in the face of political pressure. However, the estimators' credibility has eroded somewhat in recent years because
their methods fail to account for a wider range of feedback effects. In some in-
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stances, this refusal has produced estimates that were plainly absurd, such as the
exchange the Chairman had with David Brockway, then Staff Director of the JTC,
in 1983 over the enormous revenues that were estimated to result from a 100 percent individual income tax rate.
This erosion continues and is likely to accelerate in the future as more and more
people become aware-through the press, through professional discussions, and
through hearings such as this--of the obvious theoretical and practical shortcomings
of nearly static scoring.
The JTC's credibility would be significantly enhanced if it published its models
and its assumptions, and if it set out on a program of developing the capability to
generate dynamic revenue estimates. The publication of its methodologies and assumptions would clearly open JTC estimates to criticism and review. But this process would itself tend to improve the accuracy of the estimates and would alleviate
all suspicions that the estimates are not based on sound reasoning or may be subject to manipulation.
The crux of the credibility concern is, of course, that the use of more dynamic
scoring methods could open the revenue-estimating procedures to political pressure
and manipulation. It is reasonable to argue, however, that even if the estimators
are entirely immune from such undue influence today, the methods they employ are
by their nature not as neutral as we would all like. Because they fail to account
for a fuller range of dynamic responses, the current methodologies ignore the deleterious consequences of tax increases and the beneficial affects of tax reductions. It
would be naive, at best, to suggest that such a system is politically neutral.
Further, there is nothing inherently political about using a more dynamic analysis. Indeed, since the goal is to get the most accurate numbers possible, and since
dynamic scoring, properly done, holds out the strong likelihood of improving the accuracy of the estimates, it is fair to argue that dynamic scoring is the only system
that can completely de-politicize the numbers.
In practice, however, due care would have to be taken to assure that the methods
adhere to the best understanding available of the economy and how markets would
respond to particular tax changes. The best way to achieve this is, again, to publicize the methods and assumptions of the estimators. In the meantime, and possibly
in addition, the JTC should consider establishing a body of outside experts specifically to work with the JTC as a sounding board and quality check.
Recommendations
In conclusion, I offer three simple recommendations. First, the Congress should
recognize that a wide range of feedback effects can and should be taken into account
in estimating the change in revenues from a change in tax policy.
Second, everyone involved should recognize that neither the JTC nor, for that
matter, the Treasury, will be able to switch over to dynamic scoring immediately.
This is a technology that will have to be mastered over time and applied where possible and where appropriate.
Finally, having decided to go forward with this new technology, the Congress
should establish a working group including representatives from the JTC, the CBO,
the Senate Finance and the House Ways and Means Committees, and a small number of outside experts to develop a business plan for moving to dynamic estimates.
Among other things, this working group will need to determine:
* The principles to be used in performing a dynamic anal sis;
• A set of rules for determining when dynamic analysis should be used;
* A timetable for expanding the range of proposals qualifying for dynamic scoring;
* The additional staffing requirements needed to meet the timetable;
9 Possible new procedures for interactions between the JTC and CBO;
* Procedures for publicizing JTC methods and assumptions; and
e The structure and responsibilities of an outside council of experts who will advise the JTC in developing its dynamic models.
Without such a working group it will be very difficult to assure that this new (to
the Congress) technology is made available to the tax policy process. If the estimators had begun this in the early 1980s, the Congress would today be deliberating
tax proposals with the benefit of estimates that would be far more accurate and in
which you could have a justified confidence. Many are predicting that, in the next
few years, we will be continuing the evolution of the federal tax system with a quantum jump known as a tax reform. I remember, and I am sure the Chairman does
even more clearly, how central to the process were the revenue estimates. No one
knows what form the tax code wl take, but it is certain we are more likely to
achieve the policy goals set if the revenue estimates are closer to the mark. And
this requires that we begin the transition to fuliy dynamic scoring today.

APPENDIX

This appendix provides two additional examples of how dynamic revenue estimating differs from the current nearly static methodology. These examples are chosen
to illustrate the nature of tle estimating process and not to imply an advocacy of
the change under consideration. The examples considered include a capital gains exclusion, raising the Social Security earnings limit, and a general tariff reduction.
The Capital Gains Exclusion
The Congress has considered various forms of capital gains exclusion since the enactment of the 1986 Tax Reform Act. Four revenue effects follow.from such a proposal: an exclusion effect, a realizations effect, a price effect and a growth effect.
Of these four, the current estimating procedures account for the exclusion and realization effects with great precision and detail, and ignore the price and growth effects altogether.
A taxab le capital gain arises when an asset is sold that has appreciated since its
time of purchase, that is, when the capital gain is realized. Of the four effects, the
exclusion effect is the easiest to understand and to measure. Quite simply, given a
levsl of net capital gains realizations, a 50 percent exclusion would reduce by half
the amount of realizations subject to tax.
In a given year, taxpayers own a certain body of assets which have appreciated
in price. From this pool of appreciated assets they will sell a certain dollar amount
on which will arise a certain dollar amount of tazable capital gains. For each taxpayer, the decision to sell an asset may be the product of many factors, one of which
is the tax on capital gain that may be owed. Clearly, the higher the rate of tax the
less disposed the taxpayer will be to sell a tax-beanng asset. The effect of a capital
gain exclusion is to reduce the effective rate of tax, and thereby reduce the disincentive to sell the asset. Consequently, all else held equal, a capital gains exclusion will
increase the rate of capital gains realizations.
Few issues in tax policyhave been so thoroughly researched empirically as the
change in capital gains realizations following a change in the effective tax rate. And,
despite the differences in their estimates, the Treasury Department and the JTC ac-tually use very similar estimates of taxpayer response so that the difference in their
estimates is statistically meaningless, even though the difference in dollar terms
may be quite large.
One effect neither Treasury nor the JTC account for is the price effect of capital
gains relief. An asset's price is determined by the discounted value of all after-tax
proceeds from that asset. Clearly for any asset inclined to increase in price, a lower
capital gains tax will produce a higher asset price. Therefore, any reduction in the
effective capital gains tax rate will surely produce a general increase in asset prices,
thereby increasing the current pool of unrealized capital gains, thereby further increasing the dollar volume of capital gains realized in a given year and increasing
the aggregate amount of capital gains tax paid.
Finally, capital gains relief is proposed because it is expected to reduce the tax
disincentives to save and invest, ultimately producing stronger economic growth.
While the degree to which a given capital gains proposal will have this beneficial
effect is debatable, the existence of the effect itself is not. Nevertheless, the official
estimates make no effort to include even the slightest additional growth effect in
their calculations. Moreover, this effect would mae' rest itself not only in terms of
higher subsequent capital gains tax receipts, but aiso as higher receipts from virtually every tax and fee imposed by the federal government.
Even if the combination of the exclusion and realization effects reduces federal receipts as the official estimates predict, when we add in the combination of the price
and growth effects, then most exclusion proposals as have been suggested in recent
years would almost certainly produce higher federal receipts in both the short run
and the long run.
The Social Security Earnings Limit
The Social Security earnings limit a applies to taxpayers under 70 years of age and
reduces their Social Security benefits by one dollar for every three dollars they earn
over a specific threshold. The earnings limit, therefore, is the economic equivalent
of a 33 percent income tax surcharge on those affected. Any raising of the earnings
limit threshold or the benefit-loss ratio reduces the effective tax disincentive facing
the elderly who wish to continue to earn labor income. Such a change would also,
in the first instance, increase the federal outlays for Social Security benefits, thereby increasing the budget deficit.
Raising the earnings limit would have other, revenue increasing effects, as well
which are not included in the official estimates. For example, if an elderly individual
chooses to work more following the increase in the earnings limit, he or she will
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be subject to payroll tax on the earnings. Thus, while the amount of benefits paid
increases, so too, does total payroll tax receipts.
Also, the General Fuid ol the Treasury would receive an increase in individual
income tax receipts as the elderly would likely have larger amounts of income subject to income tax. In fact, the elderly are likely to pay more of a wide variety of
federal levies if they choose to work longer following the raising of the earnings
limit. In combination, each of these effects may-not cause the increase of the Social
Security earnings limit to reduce the budget deficit on net but they certainly would
reduce the amount of the deficit increase relative to the social estimates.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF GLENN HUBBARD
Chairman Packwood, Ranking Member Moynihan, and other distinguished members of this Committee, I am pleased to join you today to share my observations and
suggestions on procedures for estimating the revenue consequences of legislative
proposals. I have worked with the Treasury Department, Office of Management and
Budget, and Committees of Congress on this issue, and I offer observations and suggestions on the basis of careful consideration.
In my remarks, I consider five issues for information and discussion: (1) effects
of legislative proposals on federal revenues, (2) current revenue estimating methodology, (3) the pros and cons of incorporating dynamic "macrofeedback" effects in
estimating procedures, (4) information required to develop estimates with
macrofeedback effects, and (5) studying and developing a more comprehensive revenue estimating procedure.
-

EFFECTS OF LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS ON FEDERAL REVENUES

Much of the discussion surrounding revenue estimates centers on the distinction
between "static" and "dynamic" estimates. In fact, there are three categories of revenue estimates of proposals. The first relates to the effect of the tax change on revenue for a given baseline. The second and third relate to how the baseline itself may
respond to the tax change.
Static Estimates. Given current taxpayer behavior, how would a proposed tax
change affect revenues? For example, if there were no change in the amount of capital gains realized, how much revenue would be foregone as a result of a cut in the
rate of tax on capital gains.
Microdynamic Estimates. How would the proposed tax change affect revenues by
changing taxpayers' behavior? For example, if the capital gains tax rate were reduced what would be the revenue gain when individuals responded to the lower tax
ras b; realizing more capital gains?
ynamicMacrofeedback Estimates. How would the proposed tax change affect revenues by changing the rate of growth of the overall economy? For example, how
much incremental revenue would be obtained if additional income-generating investments were made as a result of a lower tax rate?
CURRENT REVENUE ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY

Revenue estimates for individual proposals embody both static and microdynamic
elements just defined; that is, revenue estimators attempt to predict many types of
taxpayer responses to the tax change, in addition to estimating the revenue effect
of the proposal given the initial tax base. This prediction involves making assumptions about "behavioral responses' to policy changes. For example, the well-publicized difference between revenue estimates prepared by the Joint Committee on
Taxation and the Treasury Department's Office of Tax Analysis for the Bush administration's capital gains tax proposals reflects greater microdynamic responses in the
administration's estimates.
Though not commonly understood, some broad revenue estimates incorporate
macrofeedback effects. The administration's budget receipts baseline incorporates
the collective effects of the administration's budget proposals on the overall level of
economic activity-that is, the macrofeedback effect of all of the proposals taken together. In that sense, the budget reflects the effects of the administration's proposals on economic growth and federal receipts and outlays.
SUGGESTED CHANGE IN ESTIMATING PROCEDURES

As I noted earlier, the current presentation of the budget does not quantify separatel the macroeconomic feedback effect of each propoal embodied in the budget,
nor do the revenue estimates for individual proposals made separately during the
year include their macroeconomic feedbacks. This reflects current and longstanding
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practice. It also highlights the principal issue under discussion, namely that tax policy proposals--and particularly major growth-oriented policies-may independently
affect overall economic activity and that congressional and administration revenue
estimates should take this into account.
The basic arguments in favor of including dynamic macroeconomic feedbacks for
individual proposals are the following.
* Tax policies can affect saving, investment, and economic growth, which in turn
affect federal tax revenues. Policies that stimulate growth should be "given
credit" for their effects on the overall level of economic activity, while policies
that hinder growth should have their negative effects recognized.
" Although dynamic revenue estimates would be imprecise, even imperfect estimates might help enactment of growth-oriented proposals-that is, those that
generate positive macroeconomic feedbacks.
" Although dynamic revenue estimates are more difficult and controversial than
those prepared under current procedures, they might be done only for major
proposals.
The basic arguments that have been made against this approach include the following:
" Economists' models are imprecise: As a practical matter, macrofeedback effects
attributable to any single proposal cannot be estimated with much certainty.
Because such estimates are imprecise, the macrf dback effects could be used
to support proposals that would inflate the federal udget deficit.
" The same arguments would logically apply to macrfeedback effects for expenditure or social policy proposals. For example, propon nts might claim that a substantial expansion of various spending programs w uld have no net cost to the
government--because they create jobs and therefo e generate revenue, or reduce other outlays and therefore save the governme t money.
" Including macrofeedback effects in revenue estima s would carry political risks
(for example, charges of manipulating budget esti rates) and/or economic risks
(if the financial markets concluded the effort was 3eing used as an attempt to
abandon budget discipline).
" Information and personnel requirements would be ubstantial. From the administration's perspective, the Council of Economic Advisers, Office of Management
and Budget, and Treasury Department would have o produce the new economic
forecast that reflects the macrofeedback effects of 6ach legislative proposal examined. The Treasury Department's Office of Tax analysis would have to estimate revenue effects of proposals using the new economic forecast that would
include feedback effects. In the Congress, a similar interactive process would
have to be managed by the Congressional Budget Office and the Joint Committee on Taxation.
Major policy proposals do, of course, have an impact on economic activity and federal tax receipts. For example, during the Bush administration, the Council of Economic Advisers and the Treasury Department testified regarding the beneficial impact of a reduction in the tax rate on capital gains oh investment and economic
growth. Other examples of major policy proposals include integrating the corporate
and individual income tax systems and switching from 4n income tax to a consumption tax.
I recommend that you initiate a study of how and under what circumstances "dynamic" revenue estimates might be prepared. (I return to this point below.) This
study should emphasize the application of any revised procedures to the analysis of
major proposals. Many policy proposals generate sufficently small economic effects
that measuring macrofeedback effects would be unimpo-tant. The Treasury Department and the Joint Committee on Taxation could devise de minimis rules for dealing with such proposals.
STUDYING AND DEVELOPING MORE COMPREHENSIVE ESTIMATING PROCEDURES

Having raised issues related to "dynamic scoring" per se, I would like to place
"revenue estimation" in a broader context of tax policy analysis. In the course of
your deliberations over individual policy proposals or collections of policy proposals,
you consider how such proposals affect the level and distribution of economic wellbeing--of present and future members of our society. As these deliberations occur,
revenue estimates help the Congress (or the administration) determine the magnitude and scope of the proposal under consideration. In addition, under the present
rules governing the budget process, revenue estimates are used to inform the Congress (or the administration) about the consequences for budget deficits in the short
term of the proposal's enactment.
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I have four concerns with this current use of "revenue estimates" in the tax policy
process.
A revenue estimate is only an estimate. Each revenue estimate prepared by the
staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation or the Office of Tax Analysis reflects the
best prediction of the effect of a particular proposal on revenues over a period of
time, currently five fiscal years. Staff economists consult available data and academic studies in the course of preparing revenue estimates, often under extreme
time pressure. The considerable uncertainty in revenue estimates suggests the usefulness of presenting a range of revenue effects of a policy proposal in addition to
"the" revenue estimate.
Assumptions matter. Let's suppose for the moment that we enter nirvana for revenue estimators (and academic economists), in which estimates can be made without
statistical error. Suppose a tax increase raises a given amount of revenue. How will
those funds be used? To reduce other taxes? Increase spending? Will the tax change
be temporary or permanent? Despite revenue estimators' efforts, there is no single
correct set of assumptions, and conventions sometimes adopted in the revenue-estimating process can lead to misleading results.
Revenue estimates should inform policymakers of the long-run consequences of proposals under consideration. By this, I mean that policymakers should be informed
of the effect of the proposal on the present value of revenue to the government (or,
at least, on revenue accruing over a suitably long period of time). Such information
can guide the design of policies to emphasize long-run consequences over short-un
timing effects. The present budget enforcement rules make this information particularly valuable for tax-writing committees and the administration.
Improvements to revenue and distributional analysis should be coordinated. Just
as information presented in revenue estimates should present analysis of the longrun consequences of proposals, distributional analysis should move beyond one-year
or five-year horizons. Recent research by economists has focused on measuring lifetime burdens of tax policies and examining intergenerational redistributions accompanying tax policies. While none of these approaches is without its flaws, lengthening the horizon for distributional analysis provides essential information for
decisionmakers.
With these concerns in mind, I encourage you to initiate a review of current revenue-estimating procedures. A key goal of such a review should be the development
of a revenue impact statement, which would present conventional revenue estimates
(that is, over a "budget window" period), a discussion of consequences of the proposal beyond the short term, an analysis of macrofeedback effects (if significant),
and a discussion of broad efficiency and distributional effects of the proposal. (In
principle, such impact statements could be prepared for tax-equivalent mandates
and regulations as well.)
Under the present budget rules, such a revenue impact statement would provide
valuable information for this Committee. Any discussion of whether to apply
macrofeedback effects for revenue scoring" purposes as well should be part of a
broader deliberation over budget procedures.
As part of my suggested study of macrofeedback effects, I suggest that you ask
revenue-estimating staffs and outside economists to prepare an estimate of "dynamic" effects of certain major policy proposals, including a significant reduction in
the capital gains tax rate, the enactment of a permanent investment tax credit, and
a switch from income to consumption taxation. The range of such estimates among
forecasters along with the uncertainty surrounding each one will give you more precise information about the usefulness of incorporating macrofeedback effects in official budget scoring procedures as opposed to simply including them in a revenue
impact statement. As ou deliberate, I encourage you to seek common ground between procedures employed by the Joint Committee on Taxation and the Treasury
Department's Office of Tax Analysis.
CONCLUSION

Revenue estimates provide important information to policymakers about the consequences of tax proposals. As I have argued, however, the limited information offered to satisfy the current budget scoring rules fails to give policymakers all of the
relevant information about revenue, distributional, and efficiency effects of tax proposals to facilitate sound decisionmaking.
Dynamic revenue estimating, while perhaps the most visible concern -at the
present time, is only one of several significant issues requiring attention if you decide to reform revenue-estimating conventions. I urge you to study such reforms (including analyzing the desirability and feasibility of dynamic revenue estimating), especially with an eye toward designing informative revenue impact statements. I
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INTRODUCTIONN
The Senate Comnttee on Finance has scheduled a public hearing on the revenue estimating
process used to determine the effects of proposed tax legislation on fiscal year budget receipts
(typically referred to as the revenue effects).
This pamphlet', prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, discusses the
revenue estimating process. Pat I of the pamphlet is an overview and summary. Part [ describes the
revenue estimating methodology currently used by the Joint Committee sta including key factors
impacting the preparaion of review estimates and behavioral effects taken into account in preparing
revenue estimates. Part [M discusses estimating methodology relating to certain tax legislative
proposals. Part IV discusses issues relating to estimating the macroeconomic effects of proposed
Part V provides a s-nmwy of testimony presented at the joint hearing of the House and
l
a
Senate Budget Committees on estimating methodology held on January 10, 1995.
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I. BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY
A. Background
The Joint Committee on Taxation staff (*Joint Committee staff') plays an integral role in
virtually every stage of the tax legislative proce. One aspect of this role involves estimating the
effects of proposed tax legislation on fiscal year budget receipts, typically referred to as the
revenue effects. Although this portion of the Joint Committee staff s work utilizes significant
amounts
of staff resources and is highly visible, it by no means constitutes the sole work of the
!
staff!
In performing its estimating function, the Joint Committee is guided by three principles.
Firt, the objective of the estimating process is consistently to produce accurate estimates that can
be reasonably relied upon by Members of Congress in making legislative decisions. Second, the
Joint Committee staff is dedicated to continuously improving its estimating methodology to
enhance the accuray of its work product. Third, the Joint Committee staff is highly sensitive to
the need for the estimating process to be viewed as fair and impartial.
This pamphlet focuses on an issue that has attracted significant attention to the work of the
Joint Committee staff in rect years -- the methodology employed by the staff when estimating
the effects on Federal budget receipts of tax legislation considered by Congress.
B. Summary
1. Revenue estimating methodology
:nw ravm . g timtastg nr

rmitated

Revenue estimates measure the anticipated changes in Federal receipts that result from
proposed legislative changes to Federal tax laws.
Each proposal is estimated using essentially the same methodology. First, one must
detmine the mvuue pmjected to be collected under present law. Second, one must estimate the
revenue yield that would result from the proposed law. The difference between the two is the
revenue estimate.

For a sunmary of the history of the Joint Committee on Taxation, the work of the Joint
Committee staff and the role of the Joint Committee staff in the tax legislative process, see Written
Testimony of the Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation Regarding the Revenue Estimating
Process for the Joint Hearing of the House and Senate Budget Committees of the 104th Congress
on January 10. 1995 (JCX-l-95), January 9, 1995, Appendix I.
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For most remnue estimas, the Joint Commiuee staff relies on large computerized models
of the Federal tax system and the economy. Basically, these models contain two components:
(1) a calculator, which computes taxes paid under present law and under the proposal, and (2) tax
return or other dam. The primary data source for most models is tax returns filed with the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS).

One of the most significant eklunts of revue estimates is the assumed effect of taxpayer
behavior. Although Joint Committee staff microsimulation models account for certain taxpayer
behavior, additional adjustments are often necessary. In general, a revenue estimate prepared for
any proposal that changes the treatment of an item of expense or income, or the rate of tax on
certain types of income or consumption, will incorporate behavioral effects. Thus, Joint
Committee.staff estimates are dynamic to the extent they take into account direct behavioral

responses that can be expected from proposed changes in the law.
Examples ilhzstrating the manner in which Joint Committee staff estimatig methodology
accounts for behavioral changes include the following: excise tax increases are assumed to result
in lower sales of the taxed items; a reduction in the capital gains tax is assumed to increase
realizations; and changes in individual income tax rates are assumed to affect portfolio
management decisions.
Mam~,,aMmLe ,g,e
Traditional estimating conventions utilized by the Joint Committee staff assume that tax
law changes will have no overall effect on economic aggregates such as gross domestic product
(GDP). However, it is assumed that employment and investment may shift among sectors or
industries, depending on the nature of the tax proposal.

2. Estbnating meodol

rating to ceuain proposals

Examples of some reou revare estimates prepared by the Joint Committee staff illustrate
that arise in revenue emanating, particularly the extent to which taxpayer behavior is taken
into account.

Of the revenue estimates prepared by the Joint Committee staff in recent years, none has
attracted mor attenion than the estimates of proposals to reduce the rate of tax on capital gains.
The Joint Committee staff estimates of capital gains tax cut proposals assume significant increases
in realizatims from the rate change, both on a short- and long-term basis. Consistent with current
estimating methodology, the Joint Committee staff does not take into account the possible

Seffectsofcapitgains xcutproposals. Such effects, if any, would be expected
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year budget window.

from changes in the capital sock. If such growth

it would occur slowly at first, with most of the effects outside the five-

The luxury tax enacted in 1990 imposed a 10-percent excise tax on certain cars, boats,
aircraft, furs, and jewelry. The Joint Committee staff reveue estimate assumed a significant
change in consumption patterns stemming from the implemenaion of the excise tax, e.g., it
assumed a significant decline in purchases of the tax items.
PMpai
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As part of the Omnibus Reconciliati
Act of 1993, two new individual income tax
brackets of 36 percent and 39.6 percent were added, new alternative minimum tax rates were
imposed, and the limitation on itemized deductions and the pereoal exemption phaseout were
made pernment. The types of taxpayer behavior taken into account in estimating these changs
inchided: the shifting from investments which yield iteet and divided income taxed at the new
hig raw into investments that prvide capital qxeciat
kn, which a r taxed at unchanged lower
rates; shifts from taxable to tax-exempt Assets; use of different business form of organization;
conversion of wage income into tax-deferred or tax-exempt employee benefit; and increasd

taxpayer noncompliance. While macroeconomic effects were nt included in the estima , it i'
not clear that they would have had a s gnificn impac on the magnit
of the tax changes. in
the caw of changes in the top individual come tax rite, one would expect that the most probable
macroeconomic effect would be a change in the labor supply of affected individuals.

3. Emaurelaftngtoestmatng the m Pn
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As d=ued above, the Joint Committee saffs current
does nt predict the
positive or negative effects, if any, a tax pmpoul might have on the oveal economy. It has been
suggested that, in making revenue estimates of a tax proposal, the Joint Committee staff should
take into account the projected macroeconomic effect that would resut from that particular tax

The Joint Commtee staff Ws not included maceffects
following reasons:

in its estimates for the

0

inclusion of macroeconomic effects in estimates of revenue proposals but am
spending proposals could create an inconsistny in overall budget analysis;

0

most revenue proposals are likely to have little or no mac.
consequences; and

oe
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-4because of the complexity and lack of consensus as to the measurement of
macroeconomic effects, attempting to take macroeconomic consequences into
account could undermine the credibility of the estimating process and render
estimates less reliable.
4. Summary of tuton
Commktteu

before the John hearing of the House ad Senate Budget

The House and Senate Budget Commite held a joint bearing on January 10, 1995, to
examine the revenue estimating process. Kenneth J. Kies, Chief of Staff of the Joint Committee
on Taxation, descibei the current revenue estimating methodology employed by the Joint
Committee staff and discud potential changes in the methodology. Robert D. Reiscbauer,
Director of the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), presented the views of CBO. Witnesses at
the joint bearing also ince Henry J. Aaron (Directo of the Economic Studie Progrm at be
Brookings Institution); Kdae J. Bosin (Professor of Economics and Hoover Institution Senior
Fellow, Stanford University); Martin Feldstein (President of the National Bureau of Economic
Resmch and Profeuor of Economics at Harvard); Alan Greenspan (Chairman, Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System); Rudolph 0. Penner (Managing Director of Barents
Group LLC, KFMG Peat Marwick, and former Director of the Congressional Budget Office);
Normal B. Ture (President, Instite for Research on the Economics of Taxation); and Paul A.
Voker (Former Chairan,

Bardof Governors of the Fedeal Reserve System). Excerpts of this

testimony are contained in Section V.

88-270(92)
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.5II. REVENUE ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY
A. Overview of The Joint Committee StaWs
Cu.n. Revenue Estznatln Methodolop
I. The basic calculation of all revenue eImatu
Revenue estimates measure the anticipated changes in Federal recipts that result from
proposed legislative changes to the Internal Revenue Code or related statutes. The following
discussing outlines the major elements involved in the revenue estimating methodology currently
employed by the Joint Committee staff.

Requests for revenue estimates anmp from those affecting broad groups of taxpayers (e.g.,
proposals to exclude all interest and dividends from gross income or to adopt a value-added tax)
to those affecting a narrow class of taxpayers (e.g., a proposal applicable only to the banking
industry . Eachproposal is estimated using essentially the same methodology. First, one must

determine the reveme projected to be collected under present law. Second, one must estimate the
revenue yield that will result from the tax law after it is modified. The diffene between these
two amounts is the revenue estimae.
2. The revenue baseline and macroeconomic forecasts
The reference point for a revenue estimate prepared by the Joint Committee staff is the
Cong

a Budget Office (*CBO') five-year projection of Federal receipts, referred to as the

revenue baseline.2 The revenue baseline serves as the benchmark for measuring the effects of
proposed tax law changes. The baseline assumes that present law remains unchanged during the
five-year budget period. Thus, the revenue baseline is an estimate of the Federal revenues that
will be collected over the next five years in the absence of statutory changes.
The revenue beeline is aed upon CBO forecasts of m-roecooomi variables such as the
annual nae of growth of nominal gross domestic product (*GDP"), inflation rates, interest rates,
and P;Ioymeot levels. For modeling purposes, a number of elements of the CBO forecast ae
disaggregated to match specie tax-related variables. For example, the aggregate forecast of

wages and salaries paid is statistically matched to various types of taxpayers by income class.
In coora, the reference point for revenue estimates prepared by the Treasury Office of
Tax Analysis notaA') is an akmative set of economic forecasts gerated by the Administration.
D

-sin resulting revenue estimates prepared by the Joint Committee staff and by the OTA

The revenue baseline is a component of the budget baseline prepared by CBO, which
includesxpenditures as well a receipts.
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-6staff often can be traced to differences between the economic forecasts of CBO and the
Admimatio.
As mandated by the Coagessiol Budget Act, revenue estimates published by the Joint
Committee staff generally provide a fiscal year budget impact for the period ending five years
following the current fiscal year (total of six fiscal years).'
B. MEnometc and Statistical Simulation Tax Mlodeis
1. Modeb

based on Statlstis of Incem data

For most revenue estimates of proposals to change the corporate or individual income tax,
the Joint Committee staff relies on large computerized models of the Federal income tax system
and the economy. These model have been developed by economists on the Treasury OTA staff,

the Joint Committee staff, and others. These models contain two components: (1) a calculator,
which computes taxes paid under pt
law and under the proposal for which a revenue estimate
is prepared and (2) tax return or other data. The primary data source for most models is the tax
returns filed by individual, corporations, and fiduciaries with the Internal Revenue Service
("IRS") and provided to the Joint Committee by the ERS Statistics of Income Division (OSOIO).
The models combine the most recently available taxpayer information with forecasts of the
aggregate level of national income provided by CDO.
The largest microsimulation model employed by the Joint Committee staff is the individual
income tax model, which contains a random sample of approximately 200,000 individual income
tax returns. This data is also matched with data from the Current Population Survey to account
for individuals who do not file income tax returns. Once this match is complete, the file sample
contains approximately 250,000 records. This sample is then statistically weighted to represent

the entire filing and nonfiling population.
To estimate the revenue effects of most proposed changes in the individual income tax, the
Joint Committee staff firs uses the individual income tax model to calculate the tax liability for
each of the saple turns in the model on the basis of present law. The model then recalculates
the tax for each of the etm incorporating the parameters contained in the proposed legislation.
In so doing, the model accounts for the interaction of all variable components of a taxpayer's
return. For example, a 10-percent increase in the personal exemption does not necessarily
incres the revemen aocited with the pesn exemption by 10 percent. Some returns will
become wnotaxable as a result of the increase, while other returns will shift to a different marginal
rate bracket. The model will take these changes into account. After statistically weighting the

' A Senate budget rule (the so-called "Byrd nle") provides that a point of order

requiring a 60-vote majority can be raised with respect to any legislation that is not budget
neutral (1) in the first year, (2) in years one through five, and (3) in years six through ten.

-7present-law and proposed-law tax payments to adjust the results to reflect outcomes for the more
than 110 million U.S. individual income tax returns, the model calculates the difference in total
revenues between present law and the proposal. This result is often only the first step in
estimating the revenue effect of a proposal. For example, as discussed below, the Joint
Commit staff otn must make fluther adjustment to account for changes in taxpayer behavior,
to reflect interaction among a package of proposal, or to reflect fiscal year budget reporting.'
In akditioa to the individual tax model, the Joint Committee staff and the OTA staff utilize
a corporate tax model and a depreciation model that are based on SOl tax return data.
2. Other models
The Joint Committee staff has developed a variety of econometric models to estimate the
revenue impact of changes in tax laws relating to business investment and depreciation, natural
resources and energy, employee benefits, and other issues. The information needed to calculate
the revenue effects of a proposal may not be available from tax return data or may be available
only for a limited number of potentially affected taxpayers. In these instances, the Joint
Committee staff must look beyond the SOI data miles and coMMuc a model that relies on
alternative sources of data.
Frequently, data may be available from otle government agencies, such as the Department
of Commerce, the Department of Transportation, the Deptment of Labor, the Department of
Healtb and Human Services, the Social Security AdminiMaio, and the Federal Reserve Board.
For example, the Current Population Survey conducted by the Bureau of the Census of the
Departn of Commerce prvides useful and otherwie unavailable data relating to pension plan

participation by income class.
In the absence of Federal or State government data sources, Joint Committee staff must
locate other reliable sources, such as that available from leading economists, CBO, the General
Accounting Office ('GAO'), private consulting or research organizations, or affected taxpayers.

be useful tools in budget analyses, estim,-.es must be presented in a form consistent
with the Federal government's cash-flow accounting system. Under this system, amounts received
by the Treasury are accounted for at the time of receipt and disbursements are accounted for
during the period when paid out.
To be consistent with the cash-flow measure of budget receipts, revenue estimates are
shown in a format that corresponds to fiscal-year receipts of the Treasury Department. Because
taxes are most often calculated on a calendar-year bais the translation of changes in calendaryear tax liabilities into changes in the fiscal-year receipt of taxes is necessary.
4To
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C. Key Facor Affecting the Preqpaaon of Revme Esmats
After a microsimulation model produces a preliminary estimate of the revenue efect of
a popoul, the Joint Commhtee staff often must make further adjustments to address issues that
cannot be answered by directly applying the simulation models. These adjustments may be
nesay to WOunt for changes in taxpayer behavior (in addition to taxpayer behavioral effects
calculated directly from the model), the interaction of various proposals, and issues relating to
taxpayer compliance.

1.

-a

behavw e wn"

One of the most significant elements of Joint Committee staff revme estimates is the

assumed effect of taxpayer behavior. Although the mcrodmulation models used by the Joint
Committee staff account for catkin taxpayer behavior, additional adjustments are often necessary.
In gaeal, a m,,mue esime prepared for any propoul ti increases or reduces the d
or exchxhbilty o an iem of expense or income, or that changes the rate of tax on certain types
of income or cnsumtion, will incorporate an analysis of potential behavioral responses. Thus,
revenue estimates prepared by the Joint Committee staff are notic; Joint Committee staff
etima"es are dynamic to the extent they take account of the dirc behavioral response, thr can
be expected from proposed changes in the tax laws.
In many casm, emphrim research can offer guidance as to how taxpayers will respond to
a proposed change in tax law. If adequate historical data exists (e.g., if a similar proposal was
once included in the tax law), taxpayer response may be estimated statistically. For example,
suffwient data is available to permit revenue esmates for proposals to change the excise tax on

cigarettes to accout for the expected change in deand for cigarettes.
Occasionally, reliable data will not be available to predict how taxpayers will respond to

a propose change. In such cases, the Joint Committee staff makes an informed judgment, relying
on economic theory and other relevant sources, to assess possibe behavioral responses.
The following exuaq demonsmt the ways in wbkih the Joint Committee staff accounts
for possible taxpayer behavior in preparing revenue estimate:
0.

Whem Cgress limited the ability of taxpayers to deduct pausive losses, the Joint
Committee saff estimating mstdology assumed that investment panwns would
change and corporations would claim a portion of the losses no Wog freely
available to individuals. Thus, the Joint Commi-e staff estimad the
lim a on passive losses of individuals included in the Tax Reform Act of 1986
would raise $36 billion from individuals for the period 1987 to 1991, but would
s during te sme period.
lose $12.6 billion from corpoon
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insurance companies to invest in tax-exempt bonds, the Joint Committee stuff
assumed that these companies would shift partially from investments in tax-exempt
bonds to higher yielding taxable investments, and that other corporations and
imlivklals would acquire the tax-exempt bond holdings that insurance companies
previosy held. This pheno meno of investment shifting is an example of what are
collectively referred to as "portfolio effects."
Changes in excise txes am expected to have an effect on sales of the taxed items.

For example, the estimate of revenues to be gained from imposing the so-called
'luxury tax* on boats, cars, airplanes, furs and jewelry assumed reductions in
purchases of these items.
Changes in the taxation of capital gains are assumed to affect how rapidly capital
assets are sold. A proosed decrease in capital gains nation will speed up the sale
of pia assets, which moves some revee into the budget window. Some of the
speed up is assumed to be permanent; that is, it is assumed that some capital assets
that might otherwise have been held until the death of the owner, thereby avoiding
capital gains taxation entirely, are sold within the budget window as a result of a
capital gains tax decrease. These changes result in increases in revenue, which
offset much of the decrease from the tax cut.
Other changes in the taxation of capital to provide specific incentives to acquire
certain types of assets, such as targeted investment tax credits and accelerated
depreciation, are also generally expected to affect investment decisions. These
incentives are expected to speed up and, for some proposals, increase investment

in the types of capital benefiting from the incentives. Investment in assets not
entitled to the incentives is assumed to decline.
h
in individual income tax rates are assumed to affect portfolio management
decisions of inmivichals. For example, an increase in the top individual income tax
rate is assumed to result in increased holdings of tax-exempt bonds and reduced
holdings of taxable investment instruments. To the extent that increasing the rate
of tax on ordinary income reduces the taxation of capital gains relative to such
ordinary income, it is assumed that individuals will shift portfolios so that they
receive less current income as dividends and more as capital gains. Both of these
assumptions reduce the estimated revenue gain from an increase in the top
individual income tax rat.
Changes in the deductibility of various expenses, such as home mortgage interest
payments, business meals, or contibutions to tax-deferred savings plans, are
assumed to affect the rate at which such expenses occur. A decrease in the

-
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delucilkty of business meals, for example, is assumed to reduce the total amount
spent on busine meals.
Finally, for changes in tax law that may be difficult to enforce or administer, some

efforts by taxpayers to avoid taxation are assumed. One such example is the
provision include in the Energy Policy Act of 1992 to include in income the value
of employe-provided parking to the extent that it is greater than $155 per month.
The Joint Committee staff estimate assumed that there would be a tendency for
txpayen to take steps to reduce or underestimate the value of employer-provided
parking so as to avoid income inclusion under this provision.
2. Interaction
When one proposal would modify two or more provisions within the Internal Revenue
Code, the re sul of the combination of changes often produces a greater or lesser revenue effect
than the sum of the revenue effects of each proposal if enacted separately. If this interaction is
ignored, the analyAs is incmplete; if the interaction is amigned to any one element of a proposal,
the revenue esdt for that proposal may be misleading.
The proper interpretation of the revenues attributed to specific proposals and the
accompanying inteaction are determined by the 'stacking order" of the analysis. There are two
principal methods of parting these results in line-by-line revenue tables, and it is important to
note that the numbers in each type of presentation may appropriately answer different questions
but reflect the sa.e estimated revenue effect.
The first of these methods provides a revenue estimate for each proposal in isolation
against present law, assuming none of the other proposals is adopted. A separate line on the

revenue table displays interactions among proposals. This procedure is usually the most efficient
when only a few proposed changes are involved. Under this method, deleting a proposal from
the package may have a greater or lesser revenue effect than the effect shown on the specific line
for that proposal.
A second method requires that each proposal be estimated as if all other proposals have
already been acted, with a separate line again displaying interactionsamong proposals. The Joint

Committee staff utilized this second method to analyze the Tax Reform Act of 1986. This method
showed the revenue impact of adding or deleting specific proposals from the total tax reform

package (rather than the revenue impact relative to present law of that single change without
making any of the other changes contained in the package).
3. ComplUane and enforceent
Implicit in all Joint Committee staff revenue estimates are assumptions concerning
compliance and enforcement. The revenue yield of any provision is dependent on the extent of

-lcompliance by taxpayers from both voluntary behavior and enforcement (including penalties
assessed by the IRS). In general, levels of enforcement are assumed to remain unchanged as a
result of most legislative proposals. However, many estimates do take into account changes in
taxpayer compliance. This represents another aspect of taking into account behavioral effects.
Certain changes in tax law are specifically designed to improve compliance and also have
the potential to affect enforcement. An example is the extension of information reporting to
previously uncovered income sources. Information reporting generates compliance revenue by
changing taxpayer perceptions of the risks of noncompliance and by assisting them in identifying
the income they have received. In addition, the information reporting document could be of use
to the IRS in the generation of enforcement revenues, either in the matching or audit process.
Revenue estimates of so-called "compliance' provisions do not always recognize both
compliance and enforcement effects. The realization of compliance revenues in the example above
requires only that the proposed change of law be expected to change taxpayer behavior. Thus,
compliance revenues are included in the estimate. Downstream enforcement revenues, however,
are dependent upon specific actions by the IRS, which may or may not occur depending on
resource allocation decisions. Using the assumption of a constant baseline level of enforcement,
such revenues would be "counted' only in the event of specific resource allocations, and not
merely because of a change in law. Thus, in the above example, only the compliance revenue
atibtable to taxpyer behavior would be counted unless them were adequate resource allocations
to justify counting the enforcement revenues.
D. Behavioral Effects and Macroeconomic Aggregates
1. Overview
The extent to which behavioral effects are taken into account in calculating the revenue
effects of proposed tax legislation seems to cause the greatest confusion concerning the current
estimating process. As discussed above, the Joint Committee staff does take many behavioral
responses into account in preparing revenue estimates.
Revenue estimates often mistakenly are refened to as "static" because traditional estimating
conventions utilized by the OTA staff and the Joint Committee staff assume no overall effect on
economic aggregates such as gross domestic product; i.e., the forecast of total employment,
investment, and other economic aggregates are assumed to remain unaffected by tax proposals.
However, economists prepuuing revenue estimates assume that the components of these variables

may change among saon or industries, depending on the nature of the legislative proposal. For
example, when the deduction for business meals was reduced, the revenue estimating methodology
assumed some job displacement in the restaurant industry. However, it was assumed that this
displacement was generally absorbed in other industries.
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-12Ordinarily the growth of the following economic variables, as supplied by CEO, is
assumed to be unchanged by proposed tax law changes for revenue-estimating purposes:
--Gross Domestic Product
--Aggregate investment
--Interest rates
--Overall price index
-Total level of State and local taxes
Although these aggregate levels are fixed in the CBO baseline, the composition of the
variables underlying these aggregates may be assumed to vary as a result of a legislative proposal.
Examples of elements of economic forecasts that may be reallocated include the following:
--Shifts between corporate and noncorporate income
--The mix of employee compensation between cash and nontaxable fringe benefits
--Relative prices of taxed versus non-taxed items
2. Behavioral effects not generaly included in revenue etimat.
The Joint Committee staff generally does not attempt to estimate the possible effects of a
tax change on the growth of GDP. Use of a fixed revenue baseline means that, in developing
revenue estimates, the Joint Committee staff does not take into account macroeconomic or
Feedback" effects.
Thus, for example, with repect to tax chaiges that ae llmly to affect the return to capital,
such as capital gains relief, investment tax credits, and accelerated depreciation, the fixed GDP
forecast assumption means that the Joint Committee staff does not attempt to estimate growth in
income resulting from the increased productivity, if any, caused by increases in investment. It
also means the Joint Committee estimate does not account for any net increase in entrepreneurial

activity genered by the incentives.
Similarly, the Joint Committee staff does not attempt to forecast changes in labor supply
resulting from changes in income tax or payroll tax rates. At some income levels, the reduced
disposable
qltinginFe r
from an increase in tax rates could lead to an increase ir labor supply
by individuals seeking to maintain consumption levels. At other income levels, increases in tax
rates may reduce labor supply as the marginal value of extra hours worked decreases. Hence,
cosideadi of labor ply dherct could increase or decrease the evenues to be anticipated from
a tax increase, depending on whom the tax increase is affecting.
Some tax changes may affect the demand for labor. For exanqe, excise tax increases that
reduce demand for a pnxdht may rsult in layoffs in the affected industry. To the extent that the
affected ixdustry comprises a significant portion of a regional economy, such as tobacco in North

Carolina, Virginia and Kentcky or "hxury"boats in New England, the reduced demand for labor
could result in a local economic downturn. The resulting increased unemployment could generate
additional Federal expense in the form of increased payments of unemployment compensation,
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-13food stamps, and other transfer payments. Joint Committee staff estimates do no reflect these
effects.
Similarly, s
tax incetives, such as empowerment zoaes and targeted jobs tax credits,
target specific segments of the popul
on likely to be receiving transfer payments from the
Federal government. The budget effects of the revenue kIs from these proposals may be offset
by a reductio in Fedeal transfer payments, as well as by increased income and payroll taxes on
any additional earned income. The Joint Committee staff does not attempt to account for these
outlay effects in estimating such proposals.
The Joint Committee would not, in any case, attempt to measure such increases or
decreases in transfer payments because they affect outlays for which CBO provides estimates.
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m. ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY RELATING TO CERTAIN PROPOSALS
A. Overview
In an effort to further understanding of the issues involved in revenue estimating, the
estimating methodology and issues relating to the following proposals are discussed below:
(1) Proposals to reduce the rate of tax on capital gains;
(2) The 101eent luxury excise tax on bowt, aiqlnes, jewelry, and fur enacted in 1990
and repealed in 1993; and
(3) Proposals to increase the top rate of tax on indivdul.
The Joint Committee staff has provided revenue estimates for these proposals in recent
years. They wer chosen for discussion purposes in part because they have received considerable
attention. They also illustrate some of the more complex issues that arise in the revenue
estimating process.
B. Dscusson of Specific Revenue Estiates
1. Poposa to reduce the rate of tax on capital gim
Of the revenue estimates prepped by the Joint Committee staff in recent years, none has
atrted mor ametion than the estimates of proposals to reduce the rate of tax on capital gains.
During the 1990 Budget Summit, significant attention was devoted to the differences in estimate
of capital gains proposals prepared by the Joint Committee staff and the Treasury OTA staff.
A general overview of the methodology the Joint Committee staff utilizes to estimate
capital gains proposals is presented below. In paricular, there is a discussion of the two moit
significanissues to be considered when estimating capital gains proposals: (1) the extent to which
eacuft of a redhao in the rate of tax on capital gains will induce taxpayers to realize capital
gains (the "unlockdu effect); and (2) the fact that current estimating methodologies do not
account for possible acroeconomi effects of a proposed capital gains tax rate reduction.
The firt step in estimating the revenue effects of a proposal to reduce the rate of tax on
capital gains is to calulate the decrease in tax liability that would result from lowering the tax rate
for tasel gains (i.e., thoe capital gains that would be realized even in the absence of a change
in rates), measured without taking taxpayer behavior into account. This amount is calculated
directly ftom the individal income tax model decibed above. In doing this calculation, the Joint

Committee staff relies upon the forecast of capital gains relizaions incorporated in the CEO
baeNne.
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change. Induced realizations represent the additional gains taxpayers are expected to realize as
a result of a proposed lower tax rate on capital gains. These induced realizations" are calculated
by combining two factors: (a) the Joint Committee staff estimate of taxpayers' behavioral
response to the proposed rate reduction (i.e., the assumed elasticity); and (b) the gain realizations
reflected in the CBO revenue baseline. For many capital gains proposals, in the first few years
after a capital gains tax rate reduction takes effea, the Joint Committee staff estimates that induced
realizations will be more than sufficient to offset the revenue loss resulting from the lower rates,
so that net Federal tax revenues are increased. However, the Joint Committee staff's estimates
assume that this initial surge in realizations is temporary. Thus, the Joint Committee staff
estimates that, after an adjustment period, in most cases taxpayers will settle into a more
permanent level of realizations that willibe lower than the initial surge, but higher than would be

expected in the absence of a rate reduction.S
The Joint Committee staff has long recognized that a change in the rate of tax on capital
gains will affect the level of capital gains realizations by taxpayers.' Economists use the term
"elasticity" to describe the relative change in taxpayers' decisions to realize capital gains that can
be expected in response to changes in the capital gains tax rate. Mathematically, the realization
elasticity is the percentage change in realizations divided by the percentage change in tax rates.'
The Joint Committee staff estimate of the elasticity of taxpayer response to a reduced
capital gains tax rate was developed after careful review of the major empirical and theoretical
studies by experts in government and the academic community. The elasticities ultimately used,
however, are not those reported in any single study; nor are they derived by a mechanical
The current methodology of the Joint Committee staff in preparing distributional
analysis of tax proposals, including capital gains tax rate cut proposals, includes increased tax
revenue from the proposed changes for each of the five years of the budget period. This would
include the tax from induced realizations in the case of a capital gains rate reduction.
For example, in the General Explanation of theRevenue Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-600), the
revenue table included a separate line item reflecting the increased revenues from induced capital
gains realizations.
'

' For example, if a 10-percent reduction in the capital gains tax rate were expected to
result in a 10-percent increase in realizations, the realization elasticity would be -1 (10
percent/-iO percent). An elasticity of-1.0 would mean that if the capital gains tax rate were
lowered, the percentage increase in realizations would exactly offset the revenue loss from the
reduction in the rate, resulting in no net revenue effect. An elasticity of-I. 1 would mean that, if
the capital gains tax rate were lowered, the increase in realizations would produce more revenues
than the revenue loss occurring as a result of the lower tax rate Similarly, an elasticity of-0.9
would mean that the increase in realizations from a reduction in the capital gains tax rate would be
less than the loss of revenues from the lower rate.

-16avenging of any group of studies. Rather, they reflect the staff's dependent evaluation of the

results of the various studies, analyzed in the context of the historical record.
An important component of the Joint Comminee staff reizatlon elasticity isthe 'portfolio
effect,' which accounts for the ability of taxpayers to convert ordinary income to capital gain.
There are at least four ways in which this conversion can occur.
0

Investors may select one type of asset rather than another, based on the type of
income it is expected to produce. For example, investors may redirect their
investment portfolios to replace assets that produce interest and dividends with
atsthat generate capital gains. As a consequence, divided and interest income
may decline just as capital gains income is increasing.

*

Corporations may decide to pay out a lesser portion of their available earnings as

dividends in the belief that greater retained earnings will translate into higher stock
prices, generating more capital gain and less ordinary income for their
shareholders.
Employees may choose to replace salary income with capital gain income, for
example, by choosing to receive stock or certain stock options as compensation in
lieu of cash wages.

Taxpayers may attempt to strcun transactions - without affecting their economic
substance - so as to realize their profits in a form which the tax law categorizes as

capital gain rather than ordinary income.
Consistent with curent estimating methodology, the Joint Committee staff does not take
into account the possible effects of acapital gains tax cut on GDP (i.e., the macroeconomic or socalled "fekdtac" effects) in preparng revenue estimates of capital pins tax cut proposals. Such
feedback effects on GDP, if any, would be expected to come from increases in productivity
resulting from changes in the capital stock. Any such productivity growth would occur slowly

at firt, with most of the effects outside the budget window. In theory, increased entrepreneurial
activity utilizing otherwise unemployed labor could generate short-run increases in GDP.

* Former and present members of the Joint Committee staff published an analysis of

this point. Eric W. Cook and John F. O'Ha, 'Issues Relating to the Taxation of Capital
Gains,' NMatinlTay irnal, vol. 60, Ser mber 1987.

-172. EsImat of the luxury exci, tax
The luxry excise tax enacted as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990
imposed a 10-percent excise tax on the value of automobiles in excess of $30,000, the value of
boats in excess of $100,000, the value of personal-use aircraft' in excess of $250,000, and the

value of furs and jewelry in excess of $10,000. The tax was effective for sales occurring on or
after January 1, 1991. As part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Ad of 1993, the tax on

boats, personal-use aircraft, furs, and jewelry was repealed. The repeal was effective for
purchases of boats, jewelry, furs, and perna-use aircraft occurring on or after January 1, 1993.
The 1O-pet tax on automobiles was indexed periodically for inflation such that, in 1994, the
tax applied only to the value of automobiles in excess of $32,000.
The methodology used to estimate excise tax proposals generally involves several steps.
Once the initial tax base is determined, the boe is adjusted to account for changes in consumption

patterns (elasticities of demand and supply) that result from the imposition of the tax. The base
is also adjusted to account for any significant compliance problems in the administration of the
proposed tax. The tax rate is thee applied to the adjusted tax base to yield the expected gross
revenues from the tax.
One of the most fundamental components of any revenue estimate is the construction of
the tax bae. Estimation of the luxury excise tax proposal required information on units of each
item sold at a givem price. Because no single data source contained all the information necessary
for the estimates, several data sets were used to derive the revenue estimates of the tax.
At the time of the lgslative consideration of the luxury tax in 1990, little information was
available from academic literature or from the affected industries on the elasticity of demand for
cars, boats, jewelry and furs, and personal-use aircraft with values in excess of the proposed
excise tax threshold. Based on the available information, the Joint Committee assumed that
demand for these item was highly elastic. Thus, the Joint Committee staff revenue estimate
assumed a siificant change in consumption patterns stemming from the implementation of the
tax, i.e., it assmed a sagnifica decline in purchases of the taxed items. Furthermore, the Joint
Committee staff estimate assumed that some purchases of luxury goods which were otherwise
planned to occur aft the implementation of the tax were accelerated to avoid the tax. The Joint
Comm
estimate also am ed an initial period of lower than usual tax collections based upon
an antic4aed low level of compliance with the tax.
A comparison of estimates shown in the table below demonstrates that the luxury excise
tax in fact produced more revenue than was expected in its first two years. This was due to the
ue petly bAreCeipft frum the tax on automobiles. In addition, the tax on boats andyeweLry

'

the tax.

Aircraft for which 80 percent of use was for nonpersonal activities were excluded from
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-18Produced mor than th antcipated rveue in the first two years of the tax. Ile tax on furs
generated the expected revenues for the 1991-1992 tax period, while the tax on perona-s
saraft aa
less rvme tem
n was andcp .
table below cmm the orgal Joint
Commftm
g
revenu estimates frm 1990 for the
y exwc e tax with the acte] tax receit
coilectd by the IMS.

-19MS LUXURY EXCISE TAX
EEP
COMPARED TO JCT ESTIMATES's
Fbca Years
IMUlflom at Doflar)

Airplanes over $250,000:
IRS Acal receipt ..........
ICT Estime ..................
1.0
Sho
........................
-0.9
Boats over $100,000:
IRS Actual Receipts ....... 7.3
ICYr
.................. 4.0
Excess .......................... 3.3
Automobiles over $30,000:
IN Actual Receipts.......... 151.5
JCr Esimate .................. 27.0
Excess .......................... 124.5
Furs over $10,000:
IRS Actual Receipts .......... 0.3
JCr Estimate ..................
(*)
Shortfall ........................ 0.0
Jewelry over $10,000:
IMS Actual Receipts..........
9.2
IC Estimae ..................
1.0
Excess .......................... 8.2
Total:
IRS Actual Receipts .......... 168.4
JCT
..................
33.0
Total Exem ..........................

135.4

0.4
4.0
-3.6
12.4
9.0
3.4
296.5
69.0
227.5
0.7
1.0
-0.3
15.8
3.0
12.8
325.8
87.0
238.8

(a)Year conains only 9 months of receipts.
()Gain of les than $1 million.

The Joint Committee staff estimates provided in this table are the original estimate
used in the OmnibusBudget eonciliaioAct of 1990 presented on agross basis. IRS tax
collection data represents rs fiscal-year excise tax collections. The net revenue estimates
usua produced by the Joint Comnt staff must be shown on agroup basis to produce any
meaningfWm pas

-20Since the enactment of the luxury excise tax, there has been much debate about its effect
on the boating industry. Data from the National Marine Manufacturers Association shows that
the boating industry was in a recession two years prior to the enactment of the luxury tax.
Beginning in 1989, the boating industry began to experience a significant decline in sales for both
luxury and nonluxury boats. Between 1988 and 1990, sales of luxury and nonluxury boats
declined by about one-third." This decline continued through 1993. It has been asserted that
several factors contributed to the decline in sales, including the lack of consumer confidence due
to the oncoming recession, the luxury tax, State sales taxes, and a large used boat market from
which lower priced substitutes were available. In 1993, anticipated repeal of the luxury excise
tax caused a delay in the plmaned purchases of boats until 1994. The imposition of a luxury excise
tax on boats would be expected to result in a reduction of luxury boat sales. The Joint Committee
estimate of the luxury excise tax on boats took account of such a reduction in sales on top of an

already declining industry.
3. Proposals to inmease the top individual income tax rate
As part of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1993, two new individual income tax
brackets of 36 percent and 39.6 percent were added. In addition, new alternative minimum tax
ons and the personal exemption phaseout
rates were imposed and the limitation of itemizd "d
were made permanent.
The estimation of these changes began with the use of the individual income tax
micro~imulation model, described previously, to calculate the change in tax liability resulting from
the proosed changes. The model provides the forecast distribution of income which is essential
to the calculation and accounts for interactions between the provisiom.
The model output was then adjusted after considering certain behavioral responses on the
part of affected individuals. This adjustment was particularly critical in this case because the
proviskios affected high-income individuals who are generally assumed to have greater access to
information and greater ability to rearrange their affairs to minimize the impact of the tax.

The types of taxpayer behavior taken into account include the shifting from investments
which yield interest and dividend income, taxed at the new higher rates, into investments that
provide capital appreciation, which is taxed at unchanged lower rates. Also considered were shifts
from taxable to tax-exempt assets, conversion to C corporation business form, conversion of wage
income into tax-deferred compensation or tax-exempt fringe benefits, and increased
noncompliance and avoidance.
In making the determination of how much behavioral response to include, the Joint
Committee staff reviewed available studies and consulted with the OTA staff. The final result was
a reduction in the estimate of increased fiscal year receipts of $8 billion or a reduction of
approximately 7 percent of the change in receipts projected by the micrsuiulation model, fcr the
five-year period.
" GAO Report - Tax Policy and Administration: Luxury excise tax issues and estimated
effects, February 1992; GAO/GGD-92-9.
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-21Boca= all revenue estimates asum fxed levels of macroeconomic aggregates, the
teaviol responses consider did not include actions which would affect the overall output of
the economy such as a cange In the supply of labor. While macmee omic effect were not
included in the esimat, it is not clear that they would have had a significant impact on the
magnitude of the tax change. In-the cae of changes in the top individual income tax rate, one
would expect to the most p
v-cmneffect would be a change in the labor supply
of affected indlviduas.
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-22IV. ISSUES RELATING TO ESTIMATING THE
MACROECONOMIC EFFECTS OF PROPOSED LEGISLATION
A. In General
As indicated above, under current revenue estimating methodology, a revenue estimate
predicts how Federal receipts will increase or decrease relative to the baseline projections if a
proposed change in the tax law is enacted. However, although a revenue estimate under current
estimating methodology may incorporate anticipated behavioral responses to a proposed change
in the tax law, the estimate does not take into account the potential effect the proposal may have
on aggegate economic growth, interest rates, or other macroeconomic variables. Thus, revenue
estimates preaed under the current methodology do not predict the positive or negative effects,
if any, a proposal might have on the overall economy.
It has been suggested that in making revenue estimates of a tax proposal, the Joint
Committee staff should take into account the projected macroeconomic effects that would result
from that particular tax proposal.
B. Lsues to be Considered Concerning the Possibility of
Incorporating Macroeconomic Effects in Revenue Estimates
There ae a member of important issues which need to be analyzed in considering whether
to modify the current estimating methodology applicable to proposed tax policy changes to take
into account possible macroeconomic effects.' The following are key issues that should be
considered.
1. Consistency between revenue estimates and spending estimates
Inclusion of o
effects in estimates of revenue proposals but not spending or
regulatory proposals could create an inconsistency in overall budget analysis. Many proposed
changes in spending and regulatory policy could have a stuctural effect on the economy, changing
the long-rm potential for growth of GDP. It is possible, for example, that a proposed reduction
in the taxation of income from capital investments might be balanced by a proposed reduction in
certain Federal
expenditures. Many economists believe that a cut in spending on
ifastructur will resat in a reduced rate of growth in GDP. To the extent that a change in taxes
is offset by a change in spending, a budget forecast that incorporates the long-run growth effects
of the tax cut, but not those of a corresponding cut in spending, will produce a biased picture of
the effects of the proposal on the Federal budget deficit.

These issues are discussed in more detail in the Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
Publication Budget Estimates: Current Practices and Alternative Approaches (January 1995),
prepared by CBO as background for a joint hearing on budget estimation procedures held by the
House and Senate Committees on the Budget on January 10, 1995.
2

-23In the short run, a tax cut could stimulate the economy by providing consumers with more
disposable income, which would result in more demand for products, and thus more production.
However, in near full-employment economies, such as the current one, this effect will be reduced
by rising interest rates caused by the increase in the Federal deficit. To the extent that a tax cut
is balanced by a spending cut, economists would expect to see a reduction in demand caused by
the reduced purchases of goods and services by the Federal government. If the Joint Committee
staff were to attempt to incorporate mch cyclical demand analysis in revenue estimates, it would

present a biased picture of the effects of budget legislation on the Federal deficit unless CBO also
incorporates cyclical demand effects in its analysis of expenditure changes.
2. Small macroewmik Impacts of most propsa
Most revewie proposals are likely to have little or no macroeconomic consequences. The
vast majority of revenue proposals analyzed by the Joint Committee staff may be expected to

affect small sub-sectors of the economy. They will result in shifting of resourcs from one
industry to another, but will nt signficantly affect total national income. For example, a
reduction in the allowable deductkm for meals and eatertainmem would reduce restaurant sales.

But the money that would have been spent in restaurants will either be spent elsewhere, or will
add to the stock of savings, du increasing taxable income in other segments of the economy.
The net effect of the provision on aggrates would be negligible for revenue
estimating purposes.
Some proposals, ach as cuts in mtal gains taxes and accelerated depreciation schedules,
that increase the after-tax returns to capital, may be expected to affect the long-nan growth rate
of GDP. I.t it is likly that the effects of this capital build-up will develop gradually, with most

of the bulgetary consequens occig outside the five-year budget window. Even a ten-year
fUcoang horizoa may as be bag emugh for the full effects of increased productivity resulting
from hresed capitl accumulation to be fully manifesto. The only ad growth effects that are
likely to occur within the budget horizon

thoe resulting from increased entrepreneurship.

Such activity has bee a very mash fcor in previous market responses to changes in the taxation
of income from capital.
3. Lack of aoemmnu

gaemoomb about foecaain

mo

-

effects

Th n is little consensus among economists about the exact nature or magnitude of likely
Ma
no
eq me so uay types of fiscal policy changes. Because of tbe complexityand
lack of consensus as to the measurment of such
effects, attempting to take
macroeconomic consmequmace into account could undermine the credibility of the estimating
process and rPader eaimastes len reliable.
--

The uncertainty of moaetay policy fui outrbAe to this problem. Demand-generated
fluctuatio in GDP will only materialize if the Federal Reserve Board does not attempt to
counteract thm with is own changes in policy. Theore, successfully predicting these cyclical
IFresp
nnFera Reserve. monetary
demand ffcswould also reqaire aocurue prediction of
policy actions and their defects on the economy. To the
that the Federal Reserve does work
to counteract the effects of fisc policy on aggregate demand, tax cuts will have very little
demand-driven mao-

ic effect
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-24In addition, although magnitude and direction of the economy's response to actions by the
Federal Reserve is generally more predictable than the economy's response to fiscal policy, the
timing of the response to monetary policy is very difficult to predict. TIuning is as important in
revenue estimating as magnitude, given the pay-as-you-go requirements of the budget act. The
uncertainty inherent in predicting the timing of monetary policy effects on the economy further
compromises the reliability of revenue estimates that incorporate cyclical demand effects.
According to some economists, a decrease in taxes on income from capital will result in
a significant increase in income due to increased productivity and, possibly, increased
enteprenawial activity. Because this type of growth is .ot likely to be inflationary, the Federal
Reserve is not likely to try to counteract it. However, the speed with which decreases in taxes on
income from capital lead to increases in investment is dependent on whether the Federal Reserve
accomodates the increased money demand. Withcjt a
monetary policy, the pace of
increases in investment could be slowed, with rising interest rates creating a higher Federal debt
burden. Thus, the ability to predict the actions of tWe Federal Reserve is important in accurately

forecasting the effects of structural or supply side tax incentives.
The short-term effects of this increased investment on interest rates is further complicated
by the fact that the U.S. is an open economy. To the extent that a decrease in taxes on income
from capital induces an inflow of foreign financial capital, it will be necessary to predict the
behavior of foreign govemens in response to the corresponding outflow of financial capital from
their economies. Any efforts by foreign governments to restrict these outflows could further

increase U.S. intent rates.
4. Possible unintended Increase In the deficit
Given the fact that most of the discussion associated with proposals to take macroeconomic
effects into account has focused on proposals which are viewed, at least by some, as having the
potential for positive macroeconomic effects, taking such effects into account could reduce the

pressure to further reduce the deficit. Moreover, to the extent that an estimate overstates the
positive macroeconomic effects of a proposed change, the result could be an increase in the

deficit.
For at least the past 14 years, the CBO forecast of the deficit, and the Joint Committee
forecasts of effects of tax cuts on the deficit, have been criticized by some as being too
pessimistic. Yet, these forecasts have been consistently found to be too optimistic". The Federal
deficit increased substantially during this time. There is concern that incorporating anticipated
"In President Reagan's first budget message to Congress, it was asserted that "despite
substantial rate reductions assumed in the Administation economic scenario, (it is anticipated
that] Federal receipts would grow by nearly 10 percent annually.. the expected $342 billion
rise in Federal receipts over the 1981-1986 period is more than adequate to fund planned
outlay levels ... "(A

I's New Beginning- A PrDvm fnr lnnnmiet R s

ry_the White

House, February 18, 1981, p. r1-6. In fact, despite the tax increases embodied in the 1982
and 1984 tax Acts, total receipts rose by only $170 billion over the forecast period. This
contributed to a total revenue shortfall of $539 billion.
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growth effects would agmvate this tendency toward optimistic evaluation of fiscal policies,
resulting in an addition risk of underestimate Federal deficits at a time when growing Federal
debt is viewed by many as a potential long term treat to the economy.
Federal Reserve Ciim Alan Grearqw eanpisiwi this concern in his recent testimony
before a joint hearing of the House and Seame Budget Committees: "The record is very clear
abont one df.
bis country hu bad no chronic problem of ruling smaller budget deficits (or
ag surplus) than e
desirble...It would.. be a sad irony to have such long-term
conatnctve ctmpe [a would reu ftom a iuft to coam
nation] thwamd in practice by
continuing le defici foated in part by unrealistic revenue estimates - estimates propeUed
more by percved poltcal needs tn economic ealites."

14 "Testimony by Abu C3rensps bbefore a Joint Hearing of the Senate and House
Conittes on the Budge Jumary 10, 1995," pp. 9-10.
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-26V. SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY PRESENTED TO THE JOINT HEARING
OF THE HOUSE AND SENATE BUDGET COMMniTEES
ON REVENUE ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY
The House and Senate Budget Committees held a joint bearing on January 10, 1995, to
examine the revenue estimating process. Kenneth 3. Kies, Chief of Staff of the Joint Committee
on Taxation, described the current revenue estimating methodology employed by the Joint
Committee staff and discussed potential changes in the methodology. Robert D. Reischauer,
Director of the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), described the budget scoring process and
presented the views of CEO with respect to the incoiporaion of behavioral effects, including their
impact on macroeconomic aggregates in that process' "
Witnesses at the joint hearing also included Henry J.Aaron (Director of the Economic
Studies Program at the Brookings Institution); Michael J.Boskin (Professor of Economics and
Hoover Institution Senior Fellow, Stanford University); Martin Feldstein (President of Ce
National Bureau of Economic Research and Professor of Economics at Harvard); Alan Greenspan
(Clairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System); Rudolph G. Penner (Managing
Director of Barents Group LLC, KPMG Peat Marwick, and former Director of the Congressional
Budget Office); Norman B. Ture (President, Instituit for Research on the Economics of Taxation);
and Paul A. Volcker (Former Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System).

In general, these witnesses agreed that omitting the effects of tax law changes on
r
a
aggregates such as labor supply, saving, and investment from revenue estimates
may, in theory, reduce the accuracy of these estimates. Some argued that the current methodology
provides biased estimates of the revenue effects of major tax proposals as a result of the omission
of m
ic effects. However, others argued that there is no consensus on the magnitude
or direction of m r
effects. Some were of the opinion that the macroeconomic effects
of most (if not all) tax proposals would be minimal over the five-year budget window.
There was general agreement on the principle that the inclusion of macroeconomic effects
in revenue esimation methodology should be accompanied by the inclusion of such effects in
estimation of the budget effects of Federal spending programs.
With the noble exception of Dr. Feldstein, the witnesses were in general agreement that
there does not curendy exist a well-defined methodology for incoipor!in-g macroeconomic effects
into revenue estimation. Most of the witnesses urged caution in making revisions to the current

estimation metbodoloMy.
The following excerpts from the written testimony of these witnesses provide a sample
of their views and concerns with regard to modifications to current revenue estimating

methdology.

ADD

11 See Congressional Budget Office, Budgt Estimates: Current Practices and Alternative
January 1995.
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Ron*Agrnn
"No academic consensus exists on the magnitude and often on the direction of
supply-side effects of most tax changes now under consideration. And no
consensus i likely to exist soon."
*Based on all reputable timates of the responsiveness of saving and labor supply
to tax-imhiced changes in the rate of return, the supply-side effects of all major tax

change now under coniderti could not offset (or add) more than trivially to
the direct revenue dfcts. In short, there is not much worth fighting over."
*

"Current practice is surely not quite right in ignoring aggregate demand effects,
and everyone knows that it is not quite right. But I know of no responsible
economist who would abandon it, because to do so would replace a faulty
discipline with no discipline at all."

*

"Bvey argument that can be put forward on behalf of including supply-side effects
of tax policy in wveuiw estimm qlies with equal or greater force to expenditure

"Suic amlyuis of the effect

of a tax pro

produces a bias in the p

on

of policy choices. Tax proposals that improve economic performance am scored
as losing mor revenue, and sometimes far more revenue, than would be the case
if dynamic estimates were used."
*TheJTC provides estimates- for hundreds of tax proposals each year. Given

current resources and economic imowledge, it would be impractical to develop a
dynamic etiaWte for each of these proposals."
"Dynamic ream estimation sbid be reseved for major initiatives likely to have

non-negHi

effects on the economy, e.g., capital gains tax rate reduction ...."

"IfT dynmic em sw would require an acceptable model of the economy and/or
sensible estimate of the aggregate supply responses..., what economists call
easticites. It is fair to say that there is no consensus on such a model or

l.

But that is not an excuse for doing nothing."

81 think the, official revemte estimating method should be revised to reflect the
likely effects of changes in tax rule on work and on saving.'
"[Revumw

estimsio

don't tak Wio wows the mos Importa

behavior-the changes in work and saving.

kind of

As a result, official projection

the evMeW gin to would repeat from increasing tax rates and ovetate
the reveal lo tit would result from lowering rate."
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ort is.. importa to make the. reforms that I am suggesting....
especially difficult about putting these reforms into practice."

erle is nothing

Almn/ ,wmm~un

*

uOne central issue with respect to a more dynamic scoring is whether cyclical,
aggregate demand effects of fiscal changes should be taken into account-or only

pmaneA effects on aggregate supply.... would suggest that including aggregate
demand effects would be confusing.... I would recommend limiting the analysis
to appropriate supply-side effects."
*

"[Flully dynamic estimates of individual budget initiatives should be our goal.
Unfodtiately, the analytical tools required to achieve it are deficient. In fact, the
goal ultimately may be unreachable. ...We should not assume that models can
capture the long-rn dynamic effects of specific tax and outlay changes any better
than they can forecast the economy."

*

"We must avoid resting key legislative decisions on controversial estimates of
revemes and outlays. Should financial markms lose confidence in the inegrity of
our budget scoring procedures, the rise in inflation premiums and interest raw
could more than offiet any stastical difference between so-called static and more
dynamic scoring."

"Asignificant portion of errors are made because the data with which we work is
of very low quality, does not exactly fit the concep that we require, or is outdated
because it is made available with a very long time lag."
*

"Even whe there is more time, estimates of behavioral responses may be
impractical because of.. .lack of data or the fact that a particular program change
has never been considered in previous research."
heree is much more controversy among experts regarding the size and
s
im
e direction of the impact of policy chuangM on economic activity
and growth than there is on micro policy issues such as the effect on the demand
for gsoline from changing the gasoline tax."
.

*

"ITIhe uatmy limit on the budget horizon is the cause of far more bad decision&
than the failure to tRk aggregate demand and suply impacts into account."
"The JTC and CBO should.. .be much more careful to explain in detail the
asmtions undelying cost and revenue estimat , so that the Congress
understands what is and what is not included and what biases reuk."
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(Miheexisting methodology should be replaced by one that employs a dynamic

0

eeW

model"
-qdibrium

TMbe consimat application of a dynamic or general equilibrium methodology
must complicate the budget-makin proce. Virtuy every change in pending
programs or in tax p visions d is made in the process of moving original budget
toward budget resxion will require re-estimation of the effects
Kim
-A-M-eo .
on at lesa the majr eonomi magnuides, hece the feedback effects on revenues
and outlays.a

*

The first caution...is to proceed carefully and delberately in the development of

S

a better eW ing methodology. ... Trhew is not now available any estimating
system tat could be quicky adaped to the estimating needs of federal policy
tt huld oct insist on undue haste that might result in
maks. ...Lrihe Commim
adopigan un inoy system that would discredit the very notion of a general
equl m aprch for estimatin the budget reuts of public policy changes."

tAII..Voakkar
*

*

"What is rally at issue in the seemingly arcane matter of revenue estimating is
...dbcim will be maiizined or wher budget projections will become
whe
wishful think ....
of
act
an
"Tx changes are not unique in affecting long range productivity. An analogous

case can, and certainly will, be made for certain expenditures (education,

safety, on and on) Vurrng long-term growth, and
infrastructure, health
tax revemes. There simply is no possibility of reaching a strong
ther
cens's on qantifyin thee l -term effects.... "
and
damage both the e
.. new estmaetn techniu
*'T- the exM
interest
higher
be
will
result
the
budget..
balanced
a
tward
woddig
of
the realiq
rates than otberwie, reduced proqncts for saving and investment, and poorer
prospects for efiiency and productivity over time, not better.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLAM A. NISKANEN

Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Committee:
The role of numbers in policy analysis is to reduce the dispute about whether to
approve a specific policy change. That role will be served only if the process for esti-

mating the numbers is not itself subject to dispute.
The central point of my brief remarks is that any change in the process for estimating the revenue effects of tax changes should be broadly understood and approved-preferably by the key members of both parties in each house and by the
administration. Such a change should be considered the equivalent of a change in
the bylaws of a club or a change in the scoring rules in an athletic league. Such
changes should be approved only by the support of most of the affected groups, not
by only those who expect to benefit most from the change in the short term.
Some other comparisons may help illustrate the issues bearing on the choice between static and dynamic revenue estimates:
* Static estimating is an application of arithmetic. Many politicians are not very
good at arithmetic, but it does not evoke much partisan dispute. Dynamic estimating is based on some model of economic behavior, a model that reflects some
theory of how people behave and estimates of how they respond to specific types
of changes in the conditions they face. Some of the characteristic differences between parties involve differences on just these issues.
e In that case, static estimating is somewhat like democracy-it may be the best
deal we can make with our neighbors.
But we should try to convince our neighbors if there is reason we can do better.
And dynamic estimates can be much more accurate than static estimates. In general, people will do more of some activity if the after-tax returns are increased and
less of this activity if after-tax returns are reduced, and that is the basis for the
higher potential accuracy of the dynamic estimates. We would probably make better
tax policy decisions even on the basis of crude dynamic assumptions-for example,
that tax increases increase revenue and that tax reductions reduce revenue by only
half that estimated by static models.
But we should be able to make even more accurate estimates. There are still some
differences in the estimates of the magnitude and timing of the responses to tax
changes, but some of these differences can be resolved by focusing on the same scope
of responses. For prime age males, for example, the response of hours worked to a
change in after-tax wages appears to be close to zero; the effect of tax rates on taxable earnings, however, is higher, reflecting the response of taxable earnings to taxinduced effects on occupation, location, and tax avoidance. Similarly, the response
of the savings rate to the after-tax interest rate appears to be close to zero; the effect of tax rates on taxable interest payments, however, is higher, reflecting the taxinduced effect on the type of investment. The full behavioral response to change in
taxes is often substantially higher than the first stage response, especially in the
lone
run.
may
I suggest, however, that the revenue estimators stop short of including the
potential demand-side effects of tax changes. First, there continues to be a major
disagreement among macroeconomists as to whether tax changes have any significant effect on aggregate demand. (On that issue, my position is that most changes
in fiscal policy have no significant effect on aggregate demand, but I acknowledge
that many of my professional colleagues believe otherwise.) And second, any demand-side effects can be offset by changes in monetary policy. For these reasonsI suggest, estimates of the dynamic effects of tax changes on tax revenues should
be based on supply-side models, not on the older form of Keynesian macromodels.
The next steps toward making sense of this issue, I suggest are the following:
e First, put to rest the wholly false, albeit common, charge that the unexpected
increases in the federal deficit in the early 1980s were due to misleading dynamic supply-side revenue forecasts. In fact all of the budget forecasts by both
the administration and Congress were based on static revenue estimates; moreover, the OM11 and CBO budget forecasts in 1981 were remarkably similar. The
federal deficits of the early 1980s proved to be substantially higher than expected for several reasons-the unusually deep recession of 1981-1982, a fasterthan-expected decline in inflation, and a failure to maintain spending restraint
beyond the first Reagan budget. All of the budget forecasts during this period
substantially underestimated the deficit, but not because they were based on
supply-side models.
* Second, those who favor higher taxes should acknowledge that increases in the
top marginal income tax rates generate little increased revenue; a given increase in tax rates at this level is a larger proportionate reduction in the aftertax rate, and high income taxpayers have more opportunities for legal tax avoid-
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ance. Similarly, those who favor lower taxes should acknowledge that some tax
cuts reduce revenues by more than the state estimates. The $500 tax credit for
children proposed in the House Republican Contract, for example, would generate larger dynamic revenue losses to the extent that it increases birth rates
or reduces theparticipation of women in the paid labor force. These examples
illustrate that dynamic revenue forecasts do not necessarily favor the preferred
policies of either party.
" Third, the Joint Committee on Taxation should open up its estimating methods
and invite peer review. May I suggest that you start this process by asking the
respected National Bureau of Economic Research to sponsor studies and a conference on the JCT methodology and on the most important next steps to improve the revenue forecasts. Leading public finance economists should be asked
to comment on the JCT methodology and report to Congress, maybe at hearings
before this committee, on their evaluations and recommendations.
" And finally, pending completion of this review, no change in the JCT methodology is appropriate. A substantial consensus among leading public finance economists, I suggest, is probably necessary to broaden the support for proposed
changes to this methodology across parties in Congress and with the administration. And, as I introduced my testimony, more accurate revenue forecasts
from the best possible dynamic model woul dielp resolve differences on tax poIicy only if the methodology by which the forecasts are generated is endorsed by
-most of the major participants in the policy debate.
Thank you.
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